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COMMENT
Delete 'and is'.
Should read '••• ~ such that ••••
Delete lLTt' and insert (L Tt n tll '.
We require 1.1.6, for r-l Sp to make any
f'"tr
sense, the proof of which is independent of
1.1.3.
Replace
Replace 'H' by'E'.
Delete 'By Theorem 1.3.7' and insert 'Now ••'
and insert after '••such that' the statement
~, :t = ~ n t-1 whence ••• ' in line 9.
Delete the word 'Hence'.
Should read '•••and let x* E H* - C*.'.
Insert '•••and DF = G, by Theorem 1.3.7.'.
(, ~)Delete lSD' and insert PLA_.
This is not quite correct - the locally
inner automorphisms involved in V -groups
are only those which are effected locally
by conjugation by elements of the locally
nilpotent residual of the group concerned.
Should read 'Let Tp' be a Sylow pt-subgroup
of G containing Tp'. Then ~ Tq~' is a'lfPp-group, and since Tp is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G, Tp = ~ Tq, •
t'fFor p F 2, choose Xp to be a conjugate of X
by an element of Cp.
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COMr·TENT
~ is an arbitrary Fitting class of
V-groups.
~~ is the maximal normal L ~ -subgroup
of K.
The point is that S n E ~ R since otherwise
E ~ RY = Hand G/H is a 3 -eroup.
A correct proof of (A3) (b) is •••••
N = fvl*P*,where N* is a P-submodule of fo1
and p* = P n N. Then r-i = f.I* x Ho for some
P-submodule Mo of M.
Clearly we may now choose the ~ € 1.1
0
such that
( FnN/N)~ = F:nN/N•
-1= mimi~1 € Mo. Then
[ai ' F i ] ~M*P* n r.lo = 1.
The proof now continues as before from
line 9 onwards.
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INTRODUCTION.
ABSTRACT.
The theory of saturated formations jntroduced
by Gaschutz 7 in 1963 is now an integral part of the study
IV
of finite soluble groups. Extensions of this theory have
since been obtained by Stonehewer 18, for the class of-periodic locally soluble groups with a normal locally
nilpotent subgroup of finite index, and Tomki~son 21, for-the class of periodic locally soluble FC -groups. In the
latter case of oourse oonjugaoy of the various types of
subgroups ooncerned is replaoed by local ocnjugaoy.
Wehrfritz 23 also developed a theory of basis normalizers
'"and Carter subgroups for the olass of all homomorphio
images of periodic soluble linear groups. Much of this
work was unified in 1971 in b paper by Gardiner, Hartley
and Tomkinson 6. They introduced a class it of periodic-J.ocally soluble groups and showed that it is possible to
obtain a theory of saturated formations in any subola~s
of U which is closed under taking subgroups and
,homomorphic images. Their work covers all th~ previous
theories except that for periodio locally soluble FC -
groups •.
It is our aim to show that, .with a 'good' Sylow
struoture and a 'well behaved' group of automorphisms
which permutes the Sylow structure transitively, a theory
of saturated formations oan abmys be constructed. The
approach whicn we shall didouss gives a theory whioh covers
2all the previous theories including that for periodic
locally soluble FC -groups.
This thesis is divided into tl'10main parts and is
~rganised as follows. In the next section we introduce
our notation and terminology.
In part one, which forms the bulk of the thesis, we
shall define axiomatically what we mean by 'good' and
'well behaved', and in so doing introduce a class iLT of
periodic locally soluble groups. We shall consider a fixed,
but arbitrary, QS -cJ osed subclass j(_ of iff and a
saturatedj( -formation ~ satisfying certain conditions,
and show that any K -group G possesses a unique A(G) -
transitive class ct ~ -projectors, weare A(G) is a
'well behaved' group of automorphisms of G. In the final
section of PArt one we extend the work of Chambers 4 to
N
j( A -groups, and in part1.cular we characterize the
1-ilormalizers of d< A -groups by the covering/avoiding
property.
In part two, we introduce a class V of peri'Odic
locally soluble groups, wher~ the automorphisms involved
'are the locally inner ones; this class properly contains
the class of periodic locally soluble FC -groups. We
define what we mean by a Fitting class 11 of V -groups,
and show that any 1Jr-group possesses a unique local
.I conjugacy class of ~ -injectors. This extends the work
of Tomkinson 22, and we follow his techniques when proving,_
•
the above. The final sections of part two concern normal
Fitting classes of LT -groups, where "re extend the work
ot Blessenohl and GaschUtz 2 and Lausch 15. In particular
tv ~
we show that every non - trivial normal Fitting class of
V -groups admits one and only one normal Fitting pair
( up to isomorphic Fitting pairs ).
The work in this thesis, apart from the results
attributed to others, is to the best of my knowledge
original.
I am gratefal to the Science Research Council for its
financial support during the period 1970 - 1973 when this
work was carried out. I would also like to thank Dr. Brian
Hartley and Dr. Ian fltewart for many interesting and
helpful conversations. In particular, I would like to
espeCially thank my sup~rvisor Dr. Stewart Stonehewer who
was a constant SO~Tce of ideas and encouragement and
without whom this thesis would never have achieved its
final form.
•
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4NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY.
In this section we introduce the notation and
terminology which "'Te shall.use throughout this the?is.
We shall use capital Roman letters to denote groups
and small RoIDfu~letters for elements of groups. As usual.
~ ,< respectively denote 'is a subgroup of', 'is a proper
subgroup of'. If X is a subset of a group G, then < X>
denotes the subgroup of G generated by the elements .of X.
For any set of elements S of a group G, the ~ormalizer
of S in G is denoted by NG(S), and the centralizer of S
in G is denot:d by CG(S). The smal.lest normal subgroup of
G containing S is called the normal closure of SinG,
and is denoted by < sG >.
If g1' •••• , gn are elements of a group G, then
[ ] -1-1g1' €2 = g1 €2 g1g2 ' and
[ g1' e2' ••• , ~ ] = [[ g1' ••• , €n:"1 ], ~].
Also, if X1' ••• , Xn are subgroups of G, then
[ X1, X2 ] = < [x1, x2] ; Xi E: Xi ' i = 1,2 >,
and [X1,. ••• , Xn ] = [[ X1' •••• , Xn_1 J, Xn ] •
If TT is a set of primes then n' denotes the
complementary set, and if p is a prime, p' denotes the
set of primes different from p. Suppose that iT is a set
! of primes. An elecent x of finite order in a group is
said to be a n-element if the prime divisors of the order
of x all lie in the set 7\. A group G is a n-grou'R if
every element of G is a TT-element.
If X is a class of groups ( by which we mean that
5)t contains all groups of order 1 and is closed under
isomorphisms ) and rr is a set ot primes, we denote by
)ElT the class of ir -groups in X , and by '){_* the class
of finite ~ -groups~ ~ will denote the class of periodic
locally soluble groups ( that is groups in which every
element has finite order and every finitely generated
subgroup is soluble), 11 the class of lulpotent groups,
and C1.. the class of abelian groups. Thus c;;,*, rrand a-.t-
are respectively the classes of finite soluble, finite
nilpotent and finite abelian groups. We shall uae, and
assume, the notation of group classes and closure operations
developed by P. Hall, and set out for example in ~ and
17.~
A group is said to be locally finite if every finite
set of elements generates a finite subgroup. ~-grouPS
are well known to be locally finite. In this thesj.R the
word 'group' will always mean 'locally finite group',
unless the contrary is explicitly stated.
If G is a group and 7T is a set of primes, by a
Sylow IT -subgroun of G we mean a ~ximal 7\ -subgroup of
G; Zorn's Lemma shows that every group has Sylow rr-
subgr-oupa, If P is a prime, then a Sylow p'-uubgroup o'fa
.group G will sometimes be refered to as a Sylow p-comnlement
or just a p -complement of G.
The Hirsch - Plotkin theorem 1s well known; and so,
by Zorn's Lemma, every group G possesses a unique maximal
normal locally nilpotent subgroup, called the radical of
G, and 1s denoted by e (G).
The uJt;)er10(;(2.11yni1potEllitseries
6of a group G is defined inductively by the rules
Ro = 1, Rc<.+1/Ro(. = e (GIRo(. ), and if er is a limit
ordinal, then Ra, = URO\,.. Thus G E: PLn if and only if
()(o-there exists an ordinal '( such that R'\)= G.
Since the class of locally nilpotent groups is
residually closed relative to the class ~f locally finite
groups, every group G possesses a locally nilpotent residual
( that is a unique normal subgroup minimal with respect to
the factor group being locally nilpotent ), denoted by
o-(G) •
The lower locally nilpotent series
G ::: S > S1 > •••• > S.......> ••••o - - - ....,..-
of a group G is defined inductively by the rules
So = G, Sc>(+1= 0- (So<..), and if 0- is a limit ordinal,
then S = n S~. Thus G € PLn if and only if SY' = 1
a- 0«0- \)
for some ordinal )( •
By a Sylow basis of a group G we mean a complete set
~= { Sp } of Sylow p -subgroups Sp of G, one for each
prime p, such that < Sp ; P E: 7f > is a rr -group for p.a.ch
set of primes rr. If the subgroups Sp' in a Sy10l{basis
S = {s }, are pairwise permutable, we shall frequently
'V p
write
S1t"= < Sp ; p E: 'Tr >, and Sp' = < Sq ; p 1= q >.
If T is a Sylow rr -subgroup of a group G we say that
T reduces into a'subgroup II of G, if T ()H is a Sylow
rr-subgroup of H. If S = {S } is a Sylow basis of the,...., p
group G, we say that S reduces into H, if S ()H = { Sp ()H }
'" tV
is a Sylow b~sis of H. It is clear that S reduces into H,..,
7if and only if Sp reduces into H for all primes p.
An automorphism 0( of a group G is called a normal
0<.automornhism of G, if N = N for all normal subgroups N of
G. We shall denote the co'.lection of all normaf,
automorphisms of G by Naut(G). An automorphism c< of a
group G is called a locally inner automorphism of G if,
given any finite set of elements g1' •••• , ~ of G, there
exists an element g € G, depending in genp.ral on the set
in question, such that
"" -1ei = g gig, for i = 1, ••• • n.
Two subgroups X and Y of G are said to be locally conjueate
in G if ~here exists a locally inner automorphism of G
mapping X onto Y. It is clear that a locally inner automorphis~
of a group G is a normal automorphism of G. However, the
converse is not true, as is seen in the case of a cyclic
group of order 3. The product of two locally inner
automorphisms is again a loc~lly inner automorphism. Also,
if N is a normal subgroup of a group G, then a locally
inner automorphism of G induces a locally inner automorphism
in GIN in an obvious way. We shall denote the col1ect~on
of all locally inner automorphisms of a group G by Linn(G).
A subgroup H of a group G is said to be pronormal in .
,G if H and HX are conjugate in < H, ~ > for each element
x of G. Let G be a group and let ~ = { N ~ ; A € 1\ } be
, a family of normal subgroups of G. A subgroup H of G is
called a p_istributive subgroup of G ,·ri.threspect to ~ ,
if (\ RU). = H(n N ,,).H is called a distributive SUbgrOUp
~~A ~A
of G if H is a distributive subgroup of G with respect to
G , for all families e, of normal subgroups of ·G.
8Define a class of groups ~ by the following:
G € )( if and only if
(Xi) the Sylow p -complements of IIare
prono~mal in G, for all normal subgroups
N of G,
(X2) G e: PLn n PLn ,
(X3) G possesses Sylow bases,
(X4) if T is a Sylow basis of a subgroup H,..,
of G, then there exists a Sylow basis
S of G such that S n H = ~.~ .~ ~
For each group G, let A(G) be a subset of Aut(G), the
group of automorphisms of G, such that
(Ai) A(G) ~ Naut(G),
(A2) if IIis a'subgroup of G and (3 c A (H),
then there exist& 0( e: A(G) such that
0<.. agrees with p on H,
(A3) if N is u normal subgroup of G and
~ e: A(G/N), then there exists ~ e: A(G)
such that 0( induces f> on GIN,
(A4) let Hand K be distributive subgr~ups
of G '"lithrespect to {j = { So-; 0-<¥'
a limit ordinal}, a subs0ries of the
l.ower locally nil.potent series of G,
~rand l.et~tre: A (G) such that (HS(1"')= KS.,...,
for all (T < ¥ , then there exists
0( E: A(G) such that (I1((\ S.....r = K(" Sc-)
cr<1( '" r<Y
and given h e: H, there exists o: <¥ such
that h c<..:::: h0(0-.
For exampl.e, let G be a pbriodic local.ly sol.uble Fe -group,
9then Linn(G) satisfies (A1) - (A4); this can be found in
19. Clearly if G is a iL-group, then Inn(G), the group
'"of inner automorphisms of G, also satisfies (A1) - (A4).
Define G € ()E, A ) if and only if
(i) G € *,
(ii) the Sylow structure(*)of G is
permuted transitively by A(G).
(*) the Sylow structure of a group G is the collection of
Sylow rr -subgroups for all sets of primes 1\ , and the
collection of all Sylow bases of G.
Let (1JJ, A ) = (~ , A )QS = the QS -interior of
(jE, A ), that is the largest QS -closed subclass of(* , A i.
When refering to (tL/, A ) -groups we shall take it
for granted that there is an underlying group of
automorphisms satisfying (A1) - (A4), and just caJl them
W -groups. An example of a tU'-group G l-lhichis not the
direct product of a tt-group and an FC -group is given
in the AppendiX A2; the group of automorphisms involved
is Linn(G).
We shall show in section 1.1 that the set S = {S J
tV P
of Syluw P -subgroups of a tU'-group G forms a Sylow basis
of G if and only if they are pairwise permutable.
Let S = {s J be a Sylow basis of a ilT-group G, .
IV P
then the associated p -complement system of ~ is the set
( Spl I, where Spl = < Sq ; q FP>. With this notation
D = ~ NG (Sp) = ~ NG (Spl) is the basis normalizer N'G(~)
of S. The basis normalizers of a t{f -group G evidently
form a unique A(G) -transitive class of subgroups of G,
1and we shall show in section 1.3 that they behave very
much like the system normalizers of a finite ooluble group.
Let ~ be a totally ordered set and let G be an
arbitrary group. By a. serjes of typen of G we mean a
set { u0-' Ver ; c: e:n} of pairs of subgroups of G
indexed byn and satisfying
(i) V tj' is a.normal subgroup of Ua-' for all
0- e:.Q,
(ii) Uo<,. .;; V 0-' if tX. < 0-,
(iii) G - 1 = U ( U(5'"- Va-) ,
(1E;Uwhere G - 1 denotes the set of non - identity elements of
G and Uo- - Vcr'denotes the set of elements of Uo- which do
not belong to Ver. Such a series is called a normal series
if the subgroups Uo-and V<r are all normal subgroups of G,
and is a chief series if in addition Uo-/Veris a minimal
normal subgroup of G/Ver for each a- e:.0.. Every norDlal.
series can be refined to a chief series, but in general
Jordan - Holder theorems do not hold for series of this
kind. Every chief factor of an G- ( and hence W- )
group is an elementary abelian p -group ( possibly in~inite )
for some prime p, 16 or 17 4.31. We refer to 17 for a
IV ~ ""
I fuller discussi~n of series.
If H/K is a chief factor of 001 arbitrary group G we
denote by AG(H/K) the group of automorphisms induced by G
! on H/K. Thus AG(H/K) ~ G/CG(H/K). If G is a periodic locally
soluble group, p is a prime, and \j is some class of
groups, we denote by CG(~ , P ) the intersection of the
centralizers in G of those p -chief factors H/K of G for
which AG(H/K) € ~ • This gro~p is called the
11
(11 ' p ) -centralizer of G.
Let B be a: Q -closed subclass of G . A subclass X
of E is called a (1) , p ) -preformation if the following
t~o conditions are satisfied:
P1. ?t = Q 'X:,
P2. if G E: fJ then G/CG( )t , p) E: ~ •
These conditions are automatically satisfied if )t is a
J) -formation, that is a Q -closed subclass of J) such
that Jj 11R ~ = X .
Let K be a QS -closed .subclass ofW; we obtain
saturated j( -formations as follows. If rr is a non - empty
set of primes, a ~1<-preformation function f on IT
associates with each pElf a (:J<., p ) -preformation f(p).
The saturated1l -formation defined by f is
1= ~ (f) = 1{ 11Gnll (\ Gp. Gpf(P) •
''Ie show in section 1.3 that ~ iSP~; fact a j( -formation
and conate+e of all 1T" -groups G in K such that for all
p € ~ and p -chief factors H/K of G, AG(H/K) ~ f(p).
A subgroup H of a group G is said to cover the section
U/V of G if ( H11U )V = U, and to avoid U/V if
·HnU=HIlV.
If)t is any class of groups, an )( -projector of a
group G is an j( -subgroup X of G such that whenever
X lit H , G, K is a normal subgroup of H and H/K € )f , then
H = EX. Lh, the class of all locally nilJ)otent groups,
is the saturated i<f -formation defined by the tv -formation
function f(p) = 1, on the set of all primes. The LllL -
projectors will be called the parter SUbgroups, but in
tu-groups generally ( unlike finite soluble groups) they
are not characterized as the self - normali?-ing locally
12
nilpotent s~bgroups.
If G is an arbitrary group, a subgroup H of G is said
to be abnorma]_ in G if x E < H, UX > for each element x
in G. H is said to be quaRi-abnormal in G if every subgroup
of G containing H is self - normalizing in G.
Let H be a subgroup of an arbitrary group G, and J.et
..D. be a tot~llY ordered set. By a seriee of type D from
H to G we mean a set {U , V~ ; 0-ED} of pairs of0- _
subgroups of G containing H and satisfying
(L) Vir is a normal subgroup of Uc-' for all
(TEn,
(ii) U C>(. ~ Ver, if P( < «,
(iii) G - H = U (Uo-- V 0-) •
CT"€n.We shall say that H is serial in G, and write H ser G, if
there is some series from H to G. This concept is a rather
far reaching generalization of subnormality.
A collection ~ of subgr0ups of a group G is called a
local system of subgroups of G if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(i) if g € G, then there exists H € ~ such ~hat
g € H,
(ii) if H and K belong to ~, then t~~re exists
L € ~ such that H ~ L and K ~ L.
Let;.3 be a partially ordered collection of finite
, non - ~mpty sets Aa(., A ~ , A ~, •••• satisfying the
following three conditions:
(i) for each pair of sets A~, A~ € ~ , there
exists a third set A~ €.,& such that
Ao(. ~ A~ alJ.J. A~ ~ A r"
13
(ii) for each pair Ar>(' Af,· E: ~ , 't'lithAt><. ~ A~,
there exists a single valued mapping p~~ ,
called a projection, of A{1 into Ao<_' and Po<o<
is the ident.ity mapping of Ar;( onto itself,
(iii) if A ~ ~ A fo ' A~, then p~~ is the product
of P~/-a and p~.,(.
A set ~ consisting of elements selected from some
of the sets A-<_ is called a .Erojection set if any two
elements of e? have a common inverse image in er . The
s et consisting of a single element of one of tha A I>( is a
projection set. Similarly, the set consisting of an element
of A't> and its images in all sets At>(' such that A o(_ .;; Alr,
is a projection set. It is clear that a pr"jection set
can contain at most one element from any one set A~. For,
the projections are single valued. In the case where (p
contains exactly one element from each set A 6( of A , (9
is called a complete projection set.
The following result is due to Kurosh: it can be
found in 14 p.167.
'"Theorem. Every proj ection set (P of the system.J iF'
part of some complete projection set.
The above theorem will be used repeatedly in part two
of this thesis.
If G is a group, then 0p'p(G) denotes the largest
normal G ,G -subgroup of G. If 0( is a normal
P p
automorphism of G and U is a normal subgroup of G, then c<.IJt
"Till often be used to denote the normal automorphism which
o( induces naturally in GIN.
14
PART ONE
FORr-TATION THEORY IN W-GROUPS.
15
1 • 1. SYJJOi'lTHEORY.
We begin with some elementary but useful results on
Sylow 11-subgroups and Sylow bases of tv' -groups.
Lemma 1.1.1. If N 1s a normal subgroup of a LV -group
G and S is a Sylow rr -subgroup of G, then
(i) S n N is a Sylow ~-subgroup of N, and all
Sylow 1I-subgroups of N are of this form,
(ii) SNIN is a Sylow "-subgroup of GIN, and all
Sylow rr-subgroups of GIN are of this form,
(i1i) if T is a Sylow rr'-subgroup of G then G = ST.
Proof. (1) Suppose, for a contradiction, that S n N is
properly contained in a Sylow n -subgroup n of N, then
there exists a Sylow rr-subgroup U of G such that D ~ U.
~Now, there exists ~ € A(G) such that s = U , and so
no<. ~ S.
Therefore no( .;; S n N and hence n" = s n N, which is a
contradiction.
Hence S n N is a Sylow "IT -subgroup of N.
,Convers ely, let V be a Sylow rr-subgroup of IT,then there
exists a Sylow rr-subgroup S of G such that V ~ S. Then
clearly V = S n N.
(ii) We first consider the case when GIN is a
TT' -group, proving that then G = SN.
Let be the
upper locally nilpotent series of G.
\'le shall show by induction on er that R 0" ~ SN'.
16
If ~ = 0, then trivially Ro ~ SN.
Suppose it has been shown that for a1l '( <e, R\, ~ SN'.
Case (a). ~ - 1 exists. Assume that there exists
x e: Ro-, such that x ¢. SN. Since GIN is a Tf -group we may
choose x to be a TT-element. Let L be a subgroup of R a-
containing Ra-n SN and maximal with respect to x rt L, and
let M= < L,x >.
Then L is a roaximal subgroup of M, and since MlR 1 isc:r-
a locally nilpotent group, it follows that L is a normal
subgroup of M ( 16 or 17 Theorem 4.31 ).- ,..,
Now, since the Sylow 1T -subgroups of Mare permuted
transitively by A(M), there exists 0<. e: A(t-I) such that
xO< e: S n Ra- ~ L, since by (i) S n R 0'" is a Sylow
TT -subgroup of R0- •~-,
Therefore x € L = L, which is a contradiction.
Hence R -r !II; SN.
Case (b). a: is a limit ordinal. Then Ra- = U R.....
'1<(1" 0
But, by induction Rb'';; SN, for all )( < tr,
Therefore R0'"';; SN.
Hence by transfinite inducti~n G = SN.
'In the general case if N is any normal subgroup of G and
, BIN is a Sylow 11" -s~bsroup of GIN, then B = TN for any
Sylow n-subgroup T of H.
Suppose that T is contained in a Sylow rr -subgroup V of G,
I then TN = VN, and hence T = V. So there ex·tsts <X. € A(G)
such that S = T~. Then
( TNIN )~* = T~NIN = SN/N.
Hence SNIN is a Sylow Tr-subgroup of GIN.
(iii) Let 1 = Ro .;;R1 .;; •••• ~ Ro- ~ •••• ~ R~ = G
17
be the upper locally nilpotent series of G. Weshall show
by induction on cT'that R(JE;; ST.
If ~= 1, then clearly R1 ~ ST.
suppose it has been shown that for all 'l( < (T, Rt ~ ST.
Case (a). (j- 1 exists. Then Ro-';'1 ~ ST.
Now, by (ii), ( S n R .....)R 1/R 1 is a Sylow IT -subgroup
... (1'- a>
of RO'"/RO"'_1' and ( T n Ra" )Rc-_1/RO"_1 is a Sylow TT'-subgroup
of Rcr/Ro--_1.
But R~/R~_1 is a locally nilpotent group, and so
( a n Ro-)Rcr_1 ( T n R 0"') = Ro-.
Therefore RC'" E;; ST.
Case (b). C' is a limit ordinal. Then Rc-= U Rv.
~<.o- 0
But, by induction R ¥ ~ ST, for all '( < (), therefore R 0"'':; ST.
Hence by transfinite induction G = ST.
o
Lemme.1. 1.2. Let H and K be subgroups of a W -group G
such that K ~ NG(H), and let S be a TT -subgroup of G
such that S n H and S n K are SylO'ilTT -subgroups or H and
K respectively. Then S n HK = ( S n H )( S n K ) and ls a
'Sylow rr -subgroup of IlK.
Proof. Clearly S n K normalizes S n H, and so
T = ( S n H )( S n K )
I is a Tt' -subgroup of HK.
Now, T n H = S n H is a Sylow IT -subgroup of H, and the
restriction to K of the homomorphism<e : IlK - IlK/H is an
epimorphism.
Therefore ce maps S n Ie onto a SylOl'lIT -subgroup of
ror/H, by Lemma.1.1.1 (11).
18
Therefore H( S n K )/a : TR/H and is a Sylow n -subgroup
of HK/H.
Hence T is a Sylow IT -subgroup of mc, and in
particUlar T : S n EK.
o
Lemma 1.1.3. Let N be a normal subgroup of a W -group G
and let ~ be a Sylow basis of G. Then,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
S reduces into N,
""
~N/N is a Sylow basis of GIN,
if H and K are subgroups of G with K ~ NG(R),
and if S reduces into both Hand K, then S reduces into HK,
IV -
(iv)nSp is a Sylow 1T -subgroup of G.
parr
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate from the definition
and Lemma 1.1.1.
(iii) is irnnediate from Lemma 1.1.2.
(iv) Let 1: Ro ~ R1 ~ •••• ~ Rer ~ •••• Et Re: G
be the upper locally nilpotent series of G.
We shall show by induction on o that Rcr -- r;r Sp' and hence
show that G : r;r Sp.
If ~ : 0, then trivially Ro < r;r Sp.
Suppose it has been shown that for all ¥<~, R¥~r;r Sp.
Case (a). er' - 1 exists. Now Ro-/RO""_1is a locally
nilpotent group, and by (i) and (1i) ( ~ n R tr )Ro-_1/R<r_1
is a Sylow basis of it.
Therefore r;r ( Sp n Ro- )Ro-_1 : Ro-tt; r;r Sp.
Case (b). o: is a limit ordina.l. Then Ro-: U Rg'.
~<O""
But, by induction Rv':;; r:r S , for all )(< C-, thcr~fore
o p p
R~< r;r Sp.
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Hence by transfinite induction G = r;r Sp.
Let S = r-r Sn and T = r-r Sq' then G = ST.
Felt" • q,~TT'
Therefore S is a Sylmr rr -subgroup of G.
D
Corollary 1. 1.4. If N is a normal subgroup of aW -group
G, then
(i) every Sylow basis of N has the form S n N for
IV
some Sylow basis ~ of G,
(ii) every Sylow basis of GIN has the form ~N/N for
some Sylow basis S of G.,..,
Proof. This tollows immediately from the above lemma.
o
The following lemma allows us to obtain an equivalent
form of the definition of SyloW' bases inUJ-groups.
Lemma 1.1.5. Let G be a "(if -group, 0-,1: disjoint sets of
prim~s, and let S, T be~-,~-subgroups respectively of
G. Then the follolfing statements are equivalent:
(i) < S, T > is a crU"C-grc.up, and S and T are Sylow C1'- and
"t'-subgroups respectively of it,
(ii) ST = TS.
Proof. Assume first (i). Clearly we may also assume that
G'= < S, T >. IAs G is a 0'" U'(-group, every er-element of,G is a ~-element. Hence T is a Sylow u-subgroup of G.
Hence G = ST, by Lemma 1.1.1.
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IConversely, we have G = ST, S a a- -grcup and T a O"'-group••
ITherefore T is a Sylow u -subgroup of G.
Every 0" -element of G is the image ( under some element
of A(G) ) of an element of T, and so is a ~ -element.
Also every element x of G has the form
x = ab = ba,
where a is a ~-element and b is a O"-element.
Therefore x is a 0- U~ -element, and hence G is a
tr u'r -group.
The result follows.
n
Corollary 1.1,6. Let ~ = { Sp I be a complete set of
Sylow p-subgroups of a ttl-group G, one for each primo p.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i)
(ii)
S is a Sylow basis of G,,..,
Proof. Assume first (i). Then we have that < Sp' Sq >
is a { p,q I-group, and Sp' Sq are SyloW' p-, q-subgroups
respectively of it.
Therefore SpSq = SqSp' by Lomma 1.1.5.
In proving (ii) implies (i) we must show that
H =n S = < S ; P En> is a rr -group.
pe rr P P
i Since any element of H lies in the product of finitely
•
many Spls, we may assume that rr is finite, and use
induction on the order ofrr.
If rris empty, then the above is trivial.
If not, vr1te TT = 0'" u {pI, where p ¢. er. ~.
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Then nSq = S~p' where S() =nSq.
'l~rr Cllf~er
By induction Sa- 1s a er -group. Therefore by Lemma
nSq 1s a o-U {pI-group.q,~TT
1.1 .5
o
Lemma1.1.7. Let H and M be normal subgroups or a tU-group
G, let S,T be Sylow p-, p-subgroups ot G respectively,
and let N = NG( S n M ). Then:
(i) liM n HS = H( Mn S ),
(ii) RN = NG( BM n HS ),
(iii) T reduces into N.
Proof. (i) By Lemma1.1.1, S n M is a Sylc'W'~subgroup
of H, and ( S n M )H/H is a Sylow pi-subgroup of IDl/H.
Since ( ID1 n HS )/ll is a p'-group, we have
ID! n lIS = H( M n S ).
(ii) By (i) NG( HMn HS ) = NG( H( Mn S ».
Let x c NG( H( r1n S », then ( N n S )x ~ H( Mn S ).
Now, both Mn S and ( Mn s )x are Sylow pt-subgroups of
l1, and M is a normal subgroup of G. Hence by the pron:rmality
axiom, there exists y € H' such that
( M n S )y = ( M n S )x.
Therefore xy-1 € N, and so x E RN.
Therefore NG( H( H n S » , RN, the converse is olear.
(iii) As S , N and G = ST, we have N = S( T n N ).
Hence T n N 1s a Sylow p-subgroup of N.
D
. Wenow introduce a concept sj.m11ar to but rather
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more general than that of the 1-norulal.izers of a group
corresponding to a saturated formation S. This notion
was considered in the t{ -group case in 6.,.,
If IT is a set of primes and G is a W -group, then
by a TT -system of G tre mean a collection ~ = { Mp } for
p in IT, of normal subgroups of G, one for each p ~ IT.
If S is a Sylow basis of G, then the M -normalizer
~ _------------
of G associated with S is
N
D = S1T(){\Np'fElf
where Np = NG( Sp' n 11p ).
By hypot~esis a tV-group G has a unique A(G) -
transitive class of r·1 -normalizers for each M. The
,..., 'V
following lemma gives some of their properties.
Lemma1.1.8. Let r·7 be a rr -system of aW -group G, l~t
IV
S be a Sylow basis of G, and let D be the M -normalizer
IV ""
of G associated with S. Then,..,
(1) for p ~ TT, Sp f"\ Np = Sp f"\ D is a Sylow
p -subgroup of D,
(i1)
(11i)
(iv)
S reduces into D,...,
D = < Sp f"\ Np; pElt'> = < Sp n D; p e: rr>,
if H 1s a normal subgroup of G then DR/II is
the MH/H-normalizer of G/H associated w1th SH/H.
~ H
Proof. (i) If p,q Err and p ~ q then Sp ~ Sq' ~ Nq•
Hence Sp n ~r .; S11"n r,N = D. By Lemma1.1.7, Sp () Np
P ~(P1i' q
i8 a Sylou p-subgroup of Np•
Therefore S r, 1I is a Sylou p-subgroup of D andp p
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Sp n Np = Sp n D.
(ii) and (iii) are immediate consequences of (i).
(iv) Since Sp n Np is a Sylow p-subgroup of Hp'
( Sp nONp }H/H is a Sylow p-subgroup of NpH/H.
Hence ( Sp n Hp )H/H = SpH/H n HpH/H
= SpH/H n NG/H( Spl n rolpH/H), by
Lemma 1.1.7.
Therefore by (iii) the ~m/H -normalizer of G/H associated
IV
with SH/H is
N
< ( Sp n Np }H/H ; P E:1T>.
But this is clearly DR/H.
o
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1.2. CHIEF FACTORS.
We will require the following result 6 Corolla~y 3.3.,.,
Lemma 1.2.1. If G is a periodic locally soluble group
and H/X is a p -chief factor of G, then
ope G/CG(H/K) ) = 1.
The following important result was proved by Gardiner,
Hartley and Tomkinson for 1JL-groups 6 Lemma 3.1.,.,
Lemma 1.2.2. Let M be a normal subgroup of a W -group
G, S a Sylow pi-subgroup of G, N = NG( S n M ) and let
H/X be a chief factor of G. Then N covers H/K unless H/X
is a p -chief factor not centralized by M, in which case
N avoids H/K.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1.7, we may assume that X = 1.
pase (a). H is a pt_group. Then H Et S Cit N.
p,as'e(b). H is a p -group centralized by x, Th~"lH
normalizes every subgroup of H and in particular S () H.
Therefore H ~ N.
Case (cl. H ls a p -group not centralized by M.
Let C = CG(H) and 01 = C ()11.
Then ° ruld 01 are normal subgroups of G, 01 < M, and
M/01 ~ }i.O/Ois a normal subgroup of G/C.
By Lemllla1.2.1, Op (G/C) = 1, hence Op (1<1/°1) = 1.
Since M/C1 is a tu -group it has a non - trivial locally
nilpotent ra~ical, and th:refore contains for some prime
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q a non - trivial characteristic q -subgroup Q/C1• By
the above remarks q ~ p. Hence Q ~ ( S n M )C.
Now clearly [H n N, S ()M ] ~ H n S n M = 1.
Hence Q centralizes H n N. But CH(Q) is a normal subgroup
of G, and as Q ~ c, CH(Q) < H, and so CH(Q) = 1.
Therefore H n N = 1, as required.
o
The covering and avoidance properties of M -norma1izers,..,
may be deduced from Lemma 1.2.2 in the usual way.
Theorem 1.2.2,. Let!! be a. IT-system of aW -group G, ~
a Sylow basis of a, and let D be the corresponding
M -normalizer of G. Then D avoids all chief factors of G
f"!-.except the p -chief factors centralized by Mp with P € ;r
which it covers.
Proof. \'1e have
D = Srr nn Np
r61fwhere Np = NG( Spt n MP ).
Clearly D avoids all rrt-chief factors of G. Now if
p € IT, then a p -chief factor of G not centralized by Ni>
is already avoided by Np' by Lemma 1.2.2, and is a fortiori
avoided by D.
On the other hand a p -chief factor ~t G centralized
by Mp is covered by Np and hence also by Sp n Np' which
is a Sylow p -subgroup of Np' by Lemma 1.1.7.
But, by Lemma 1.1.8, Sp n Np 'D, and so D also covers
the chief fact'or in question.
o
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We will require the following result 6 Lemma 3.6.-
L~mma 1.2.4. Let ~ be a QS -closed class of groups and
J et X be a ~ -formation. Let G be a -y -group and
suppose that X is an )t -projector of G. Then
(i) X is a distributive subgroup of G,
(ii) if X* is another ~ -projector of G distinct
from X such that X and x* are conjugate in < X, x* >
and { U0" ' Vo: ; er €.cl} is a normal series of G, then
there exists a- €.D. such that
UcrX = UcrX* and Vc-X F V~* •
We are now i::.a position to show that the group Np
considered in Lemma 1.2.2 depends only on the set of
p -chief factors of G centralized by M. Thus the
M -normalizers of G for a given Tr-system M depend only_ ,-v
on the centralizing properties of the subgroups in J.t.
rv
Lemma 1.2.5. Let M and M* be normal subgroups of a
W-group G. Let S be a Sylow. pt-subgroup of G, and let
*. Np = UG ( S () l·I ), Np = NG ( S ()M* ). Then the following
three conditions ara equivalent:
(i) Np = Np ,
(ii) the set of p -chief factors of G centralized by
i M and 1-1*respectively are the same,
(iii) in some chief series of G the sets of p -chief
factors centralized by M and ~1* respectively are the same.
rroof. It is immediate from Lemma 1.2.2 that (i) implies
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(ii), for the p -chief factors of G centralized byM
( respectively Jl1* ) are just those covered by Np
( respectively Np ).
Clearly (ii) implies (iii).
We finally prove that (iii) implies (i). Now H, M*
and MM* centralize the same p -chief factors in some
chief series E of G. By replacing M* by ~~* if necessary
we may suppose that M ~ M*. Then Np < Np•
Let 1: = { Ucr' Vu; 0- €.n. J and consid er
E " M* = { U 0"" N*, V0-" M* ;a€n J •
If 1 ~(uO""n r<I*)I (Vcr " M*) then ( UO"''' M* )/( Vcr" M* )
ie G -isomorphic to ( Uun M* )V~/V~which is a non -
trivial normal subgroup of G/V a: contained in U~/V<r •
Therefore ( Ucrn 1>1*)/( vern M* ) is G -isomorphic
to u~/v~ , and is a chief factor of G.
If UO""" M*/vtr" M* js a p -chief factor, then it is
cent~alized by M if and only if it is centralized by M*.
Suppose, for a contradiction: that Np < Np' and let
x € Np' x ¢ Np•
Then, ( S " M* )x ~ S n M* are both Sylow pi-subgroups
.of M*, and so are conjugate in the group they generate;
furthermore they ar~ E5p• -projectors of M*.
Therefore, by Lemma 1.2.4, there exists a factor
H/K of E " 1·1*such that
HC S n M* ) = H( S " M*
KC S " M* ) ~ K( S " M*
x
) ." ••••••••• (1)
)x •••••••••• (2)
From (1), there exists u e: II such that
( S " 1>1*)xu = S ('\ M* ,
&ad from (2)· u ¢ K.
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Now, xu € Np < Np' and so u € Np' since x € Np•
Therefore
u € H () Hp and u ¢ K.
P.ence Np does not avoid H/K, and so, by Lemma 1.2.2,
H/K is either a p'-fa~tor or a p -chief factor
centralized by M. In the latter case M* also centralizes
H/X by assumption.
Therefore in either case Np covers H/K, and so
U € KNp• Hence u normalizes K( S f1 r.1*), and so
-1K( S f1 M* )x = K( S () M*)u = K( S () M* )
which is a contradiction.
o
We require the following result in the sequel 6~
Theorem 3.8.
Lemma 1.2.6. Let G be a periodic locally soluble group.
Then
0p'p(G) = (\ CG(H/K)
where the intersection may tc taken either over all
,p -chief factors of G or over all those p -chief factors
, of G occurring in some chief series of G.
"
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1.3. '1- NORHALIZERS.
Henceforthj( will denote a fixed QS-closed subclass
ofW, TT will denote a fixed set of primes, f will be
a j{ -preformation function on TT, and:r will be the
saturated j{ -formation defined by f. Thus
'1 = 1- (t) = 1{ tl ~tl nGp. bpf(p).
P'lT
Lemma 1.:3. 1• Let G he a J{1T-grouP, then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) G is an ~ -group,
(ii) G/Op'p(G) E: f(p), for all p t:;: IT,
(iii) for all p E: Trand p -chief factors H/K of G,
AG(H/K) E: f(p).
Prouf. Clearly (i) and (il) are equivalent.
Assume (ii). Then, by Lemma 1.2.6, we have
0p'p(G) ~ CG(H/K)
for any p -chief factor H/K of G. So
AG(H/K) ~ G/CG(H/K) E: Qf(p) = f(p).
Conversely, lf every p -chief factor H/K of G
satisfies AG(H/K) E: f(p) for all p E: Tr, then
CG( f(p), p ) = (\ CG(H/K) = 0P'p(G),
by Lemma 1.2.6. Therefore
G/Op'p(G) E: f(p), for all p E: IT.
D
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If f is some preformation function and G some
group, we shall often refer to the f(p) -centralizer
of G rather than the ( f(p), p ) -centralizer and this
~oup will often be denoted by Cp or Cp(G).
The next result ~hows that in constructing the
f(p) -centralizer of G it is sufficjent to conRider
only those chie; factors occurring in a given chief
series of G.
Lemma 1.,.2. Let G be a1{-group, Cp be the f(p) -
centralizer of G, and let E be a chief series of G with
Cp = (\ CG(H/K) where the intersection is taken over all
p -chief factors E/K in ~ such that Au(H/K) € f(p).
Then C = C*.p p
Proof. Clearly Cp ~ Cp.
Now ~/Cp € f(p). Let H/K be any p -chief factor of t
centralized by Cp. Then AG(H/K) € f(p), and so Cp also
centralizes H/K.
Therefore Cp and Cp cen+ralize the same p -ch1e~
.factors in~, and hence, by Lemma 1.2.5, they centralize
.the same p -chief factors of G.
So, if U/V is any p -chief factor of G such that
AG(U/V) € f(p), then Cp centralizes U/V, hence Cp does so.
Therefore Cp , CG(U/V) and we have the reverse
inequality as required.
o
temma 1.3.3. 1is a j{ -formation.
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Proof. That ~ = Q ~ is clear, since
QC E?p. Gpf(P) )' ~ (Q Gp.) (QGp) (Qf(p» = ~p.Gpf(P)
for all p E: rr •
So, let G be a K -group and suppose that G has a
family of normal subgroups { K}. }, ~ E:" such that
G/K 'A e: l' and (\ K.l. = 1.
"Eo"Wemust show that G is an ~ -group. Clearly G is a
J<n-grOup. For p En let Cpbe the f(p) -centralizer of
G. Then, by P2, G/Cp E: f(p).
Now, as G/K" € 1- , every p -chief factor H/K of G
with K"t;:;K ~ H satisfies AG(H/K)E: f(p), by Lemma1.3.1.
Hence Cp centralizes every p -chief factor of G/K" •
Therefore, by Lemma1.2.6,
CpK~/Kx~ 0p'p(G/K,,).
Therefore CpK>./K>..e: Gp.6p• '
Hence Cp/Cp () K>- E: E?p. Gp. Since 0 K>. = 1 and
~p.<=,p is an <:7-formation, it fellows that
Cp E: Gp, Gp.
Therefore G e: <:::?pt6pfCp) , and so G is an1-eroup.
o
A j( -preformation function f on 1T is said to be
~ntegrated if f(p) < ~ , for all p e: Tr.
, Corollary 1.3.4. Every saturated j( -forJ:3.tion can be
defined by an integrated 1<. -preformation function.
Proof. It is easy to see that the intersection of two
(:K , p ) -preformations is another. •
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By Lemma 1.3.3, ~ is a (j{ , p ) -preformation for all
p, and so the function f* defined by
f*(p) =" n f(p), for p E: IT ,
is a:J{ -preformation function on rr ,
Clearly"} (f*) = S (f) and f* is certainly
integrated.
o
We shall allvays assume that the :J{ -preformation
functions we consider are integrated.
Lemma 1.3.5. Let f and f* be two integrated j( -preformation
functions defining the same saturated j{ -formation ~ •
Let G be a j{ -group', p E: 1T, and let H/K be a p -chief
factor of G with centralizer C. Then G/C E: f(p) if and
only if G/C E: f*(p).
Proof. Suppose that G/C E: f(p), let S be a Sylow p'_
subgroup of C and let N = NG(S).
Let x E: G, then SX is a Sylow pt-subgroup of C.
Therefore there exists y E: < S, SX > ~ C such that
sXY = S
Therefore xy E: N, and so x € NC. Hence G = NO.
Hence G/C ~ N/( N n C ).
I Now, S is a Sylow p'-subgroup of U n C and S is also a
normal subgroup of N n C, so ( N n C )/S is a p -group.
We claim that S = 0p,(N). For by Lemma 1.2.2, N
covers !I/K and so U/K is isomorphic to ( H n N )/( K n N )
as N -groups.
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0p,(N) centralizes ( H ~ N )/( K~ N ), and therefore
it centralizes H/K.
Therefore 0p,(N) ~ C, and so 0p,(N) = S•
.We also claim that N/~ E:1'. Clearly N/S is a
1T -group, U/S e: Gpf(P)' and if p F q e: Tt", then
N/S Eo: E5pf(P) ~ ~pGq,G'qf(q) = Sq' ~qf(q).
Therefore N/S e: ~ •
But f* also defines ~ , and so N/S e: Gp, Gpf*(P).
Since 0p,(N) = S, we have 0p,(N/S) = 1.
Therefore N/S e: c? f*(p).p
Hence N/( N ~ C ) E: Gpf*(P)' and so G/C E: ~pf*(P).
By Lemma 1.2.1, 0p(G/C) = 1, so G/C e: f*(p).
The result follows by symmetry.
o
Suppose that"; =1(f) is a saturated :K -fo~ation,
G is a j{-group, and H/X is a p -chief factor of G. We
say that H/X is ~ -central if p e:n and AG(H/X) e: f(p);
ctherwise H/X is said to be ~ -eccentric.
By Lemma 1.3.5 above, these concepts depend only
,on ~ and not on the particular preformation function
defining ~ • With this terminology the f(p) -centralizer
of G is the intersection of the centralizers of the
.'~ -central p -chief factors of G, and this too is
independent of the way ~ is defined.
Let Cp be the f(p) -centralizer of G. The £ -normalizers
of G correspc!ld1ng to the rr -syst em £ = { Cp } for p E: it"
are called the ~ -normalizers of G.
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Since C depends only on 1t the ~ -normalizers of,..,
G also depend only on :r . If S is a Sylow basis of G,
tv
the ~ -normalizer of G associated with S is thus
N
It may be ppssible to recover the ~ -normalizers
of G from rr-aystems of G other than C as the following
tv
result shows.
Lemma 1.3.6. For p € 1\, let Cp be a normal subgroup ot
a j( -group G such that G/c* € f(p). Let S be a Sylowp IV
basis of G, and let
D* = S11'n (\ NG( Sp' n Cp*), D = SlY"n(\ NG ( Sp' n Cp )f~Tf f~lr'
Then, D* ~ D, and it Cp ~ Cp' for all p € ~ , then D = D*.
Proof. Let Cp* = CpCp' and let H/K be any p -chief
factor of G centralized by Cp.
Then AG(H/K) € f(p), so H/K is ~ -central in G
and is therefore centralized by Cp.
Therefore Cp* centralizes H/K.
,So, Cp and Cp* centralize the same p -chief factors of
G. Therefore, by Lemma 1.2.5, NG( Sp' n Cp ) = NG( Sp' n Cp* )
for all p € IT' •
Since Cp* ~ Cp' it is clear that
NG( Sp' n Cp* ) < NG( Sp' n Cp ).
Hence D* < D.
If Cp < Cp' then the reverse inclusion is obvious,
and 80 D = D* in this caSb.
o
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Thus for example if the preformations f(p) are
actually j{ -formations, then we can form the f(p) -
residual R of a j{ -group G.
Since GlOp ~ f(p), R ~ Cp. So the ~ -normalizers
can be obtained as
D = a, nQ NG ( Sp I n R i.
Most of the baSic'~properties of l' -normalizers
can be read off from results in sections 1.1 and 1.2.
We summarize them in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3.7. Let G be a j( -group and let ~ be a
saturated j( -formation. Then
(i) the 1-normalizers of G are permuted
transitively by A(G),
(ii) if Ie is a normal subgroup of G, then the
~ -normalizers of G/X are precisely the subgroups DK/K
t'-4where D runs over the ~ -normalizers of G,
(iii) if G c ~, then the ~ -normaliz ers of G
coincide with G,
(iv) if Ie is a normal subgroup of G, G/K e:~ ,
and D is an ~ -normalizer of G, then G = DX,
(v) the ~ -normaliz ers of G cover the ~ -c entral
chief factors of G and avoid the ~ -eccentric ones,
(vi) the t; -normalizers of G belong to ~ •
Proof. (i) Since the Sylow bases of G are permuted
transitively by A(G), the result follows from the
definition of ~ -normalizers.
(ii) l3y Lemma 1.1.8, if D is tho 1-normalizer of
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G associated with the Sylow basis ~ of G, then DK/K is
the normalizer of G/K associated with the Sylou basis
~K/K and the 1T -syst em £K/K = { CpK/K } for p E:1f •
Now,
(G/K)/(CpK/K) ~ G/CpK € Qf(p) = f(p).
Also every ~ -central p -chief factor of G/K has the
form (U/K)/(V/K), where U/V is an ~ -central p -chief
factor of G.
'So, Cp centralizes U/V and so CpK/K centralizes
(U/K)/(V/K). Thus
CpK/K < Cp(G/K).
Therefore, by Lemma 1.3.6, DK/K Is an ~ -normalizer
of G/K. Since the ~ -normalizers of G/K ~3 permuted
transitively by A(G/K) they all have this form.
(111) If G € ~ then Lemma 1.2.6 shows that
Cp = 0p'p(G) for all p € ~ •
Therefore Sp' n Cp is a normal subgroup of G, Np = G,
and
.'
D = S'1TnnN = G.
pC-Tt" p
(lv) This follows immedlately from (il) and (i~i).
(v) Let D be an '3t -normalizer of G. Then by
.Theorem 1.2.3, D avoids all the chief factorn of G
except the p -chief factors centralized by Cp' for pE: 1\,
which it covers.
The latter are the ~ -central ones •
(vi) Let D be the ~1 -normalizer of G associated
with the Sylow basis S of G.
I'J
Now G/Cp € f(p) < ~ , and so, by (iv), G = CpD.
Therefore D/{ D n Cp ) ~ ncp/cp = G/Cp E:f(p).
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D normalizes sp' n Cp' so it also nor~lizes D n Sp' n Cp.
By Lemma 1.1.8, ~ reduces into D, and so Spt n D is a
Sylo~ pt-subgroup of D.
Therefore D n Sp' n Cp is a Sylow pt-subgroup of
D n Cp.
Hence D c Gpt 6pf(p), for all p e: IT , and
since D e: c.:?-rr by definition, it follows that
D €~.
o
We now investigate the relationship between the
~ -normalizers of a j{ -group G and the ~ -normalizers
of certain subgroups of G. The following result on
chief s~ries of ~-groups will be useful. It can be
found in 6 Lemma 4.7.
N
Lemma 1.3.8. Let G = RH be a periodic locally soluble
group where H ~ G and R is a normal locally nilpotent
subgroup of G. Let { U"',Ver;o-e:n} be any chief series
of G, Then after suppression of trivial factors
{ Ucrn H, Vern H ; o-e:n}
becomes a chief series of H, and if ( u~n H )/( v~n n )
is non - trivial then
An( (Ucrn H)/(VO" n H» ~ AG(Ucr/Vcr) •.
Theorem 1.3.9. Suppose that G = RH is aY( -group
where H ~ G and R is a normal locally nilpotent subgroup
of G. Let T be a Sylow basis of H, R the unique Sylow
f'>J ""
basis of R, and let ~ = { RpTp I. TheIl ~ is a Sylov:
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basis of G, and if D and D* are the ~ -normalizcrs of G
associated with S and of H associated with T respectively,
N N
then D* = D n H.
Proof. Clearly RpTp is a Sylow p -subgroup of G, for all
p, and
RpTpRqTq = RqRpTpTq = RqTqRpTp , for all p and q.
Therefore S is a Sylow basis of G.
. ~
~leshall show that
Cp(G) n H ~ Cp(H) •••••••••••••••• (1)
where Cp(H) and Cp(G) are the f(p) -centralizers of Hand
G respectively, for p E TI •
Let ~ be any chief series of G. Then, by Lemma 1.3.8,
if we intersect ~ with H we obtain a chief series ~, of
H every ~ -central p -chief factor of which is
If -isomorphic to some ~ -central p -chief factor of ~.
Hence Cp(G) n H centralizes every ~ -central
p -chief factor in ~'. By Lemma 1.3.2, Cp(H) is the
intersection of the centr~lizers in H of all these chicf
fact~rs.
Therefore (1) is established.
Now,
D* = Trr n fl NH( Tp' n Cp(H) )pt,,-
D = Sn ()(\ NG( Sp' () Cp(G) ) •r~1T
From Lemma 1.2.6,
R ~ 0p'p(G) ~ Cp(G) •
Therefore
Cp(G) = R( H () Cp(G) ) ~ RCp(R), by (1).
No"', Sp' = Rr,Tp'~ and Rp'( Tp' () Cpen) ) is a Syl('w
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pi -subgroup o~ RCp(R).
Therefore Spl n RCp(H) = Rpl( Tpt n Cp(H) ), which is
normalized by D*.
Therefore D* normalizes Spl n Cp(G), and so D* ~ D.
On the other hand G = HCp(G), since R ~ Cp(G).
So
H/( H n Cp(G) ) = G/Cp(G) € f(p).
Therefore, by Lemma 1.3.6,
D* = T rr n n NH ( Tp I n H n Cp (G) ) •r~rr
Now, by definition, D normalizes Spl n Cp(G), so D n H
normalizes
H n Spl n Cp(G) = H n Tpl n Cp(G).
Swn H =~, we therefore obtain D n H ~ D*.
n
We now investigate subgroups of G which contain an
~ -normalizer of G.
Jheorem 1.3.10. Let D be the ~ -normalizer of the
1<. -group G associated with the Sylm.,basis X, of G, and
suppose that D ~ H ~ G. Let Cp{H), Cp(G) be the f(p) -
centralizers of Hand G respectively. Then
(i)
(ii)
Cp(H) ~ Cp{G) n H,
if S reduces into H then D is contained in the
AI
~ -normalizer of H associated with ~ n H.
Proof. (i) Let LI!>Ibe any l' -central p -chief factor
of G. We have to show ~hat Cp(H) centralizes L/I-i.
Now, by Theorem 1.3.7, D covers LI11, so H covers L/lv1.
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Therefore
LIM ~ ( L n H )/{ Mn H ) •••••••••••• (1)
H
Now Cp(G) centralizes L/r1, therefore Cp(G) n H will
centralize ( Ln H )/{ Mn H ).
But, since G/Cp{G) ~ f{p) ~ ~ and D ~ H, Theorem 1.3.7
gives G = HCp{G).
Thorefore
H/{ H n Cp(G) ) ~ HCp{G)/Cp{G) = G/Cp{G) ~ f{p).
Therefore AR( ( L n H )/{ l·1 n H ) ) ~ f(p), since
Hn Cp(G) centralizes ( L n H )/( M n H ).
Therefore ( L n IT )/( M n H ) is ~ -central in H, and
so Cp{H) centralizes it.
Therefore Cp(H) centralizes L/r.l, by (1). Hence we
have
Cp{H) ~ H n Cp(G).
(ii) For p Err,D normalizes Sp' n Cp(G), and since
n .; H, D also normalizes Sp' n Cp{G) n H.
It follo,ys from (i) that D normalizes Sp' n H n Cp (H).
Hence D is contained in the ~ -normalizer of H associ.ated
with S n H.,.,
o
The following result extends Theorem 5.15 of Carter
and Hawkes 3.
IV
Theorem 1.3.11. Let G bo a j{ -group and suppose that
the ~ -residual A of G is abelian. Then A is complemented
in G and the complements are precisely the j1-normalizers
of G.
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Proof. Now any complement of A in G belongs to ~ and so
is contained in some ~ -normalizer of G, by Theorem 1.3.9.
It therefore remains on1y to show that every 1-
normalizer D of G complempnts A in G.
By Theorem 1.3.7, we have G = AD.
Let ! = I Ap } be the unique Sylow basis of A, and let
Lp' = Opt (D), for all p E: 1T •
Define ce : G - G/Ap' [ Ap' Lp'J = G*, by
~ : x - x*.
Clearly G* € bq, 6qf(~) , if P I: q € rr ,
On the other hand Lp' is a normal subgroup of G*, and
G*/Lp' € Gpf(P) •
Therefore G* is an ~ -group.
By the definition of A, Ap = [Ap' Lp']. By Fitting's
Lemma applied locally, we have
CA (Lp') = 1.
p
But D n Apia a normal p -subgroup of D, and so
[ D n Ap' Lp.] = 1.
Hence D n Ap = 1, for all p € 1T , and so "le have
DnA = 1, as required.
o
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1.4. t; -ABNORMAL StJBGROUPS.
Lot G be a j{ -group, then a maximal subgroup M of
\G is called p -maximal if M complements a p -chief factor
of G.
Our first theorem shows that every ~ximal subgroup
of a 1< -group is p -maximal l:orsome prime p. We require
the following result 11 Lemma 2.3.
#'oJ
Lemma 1.4.1. Let X be an arbitrary locally nilpotent
group and let A be a group of automorphisms of X. Suppose
that whenever' Y and B are finitely generated subgroups of
X and A respectively the subgroup yE is finitely generated.
Then every maximal A -invariant subgroup of X is a normal
subgroup of X.
Notice that the hypotheses of the above lemma are
satisfied if A is a locally finite group.
Theorem 1.4.2. Let M be a maximal subgroup of a periodic
PLTI-group, and let K == coreG(H). Then G/K has a unique
minimal normal subgroup H/K. H/K io an elementary abelian
p -group for some prime p and H/K complements J.1/Kin G/K.
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that
K = 1.
Let H be the locally nilpotent radical of G. Then
H I: 1 and so H f. 11. Therefore G ::HM.
Now M n H is clearly a maximal f.i -invariant subgroup of
H, and so, by Lemma 1.4.1, we have that l-l n H is a normal
subgroup of H.
Therefore f.i n H is a normal subgroup of JIm: = G$ and
so
Mf"IH~K=1 •
It now follows that H is a minimal normal subgroup
of G, and so is an elementary abelian p -group for some
prime p, by a well - known theorem of D.H. Mclain 16 or,....,
17 Theorem 4.31.
Since tha locally nilpotent radical of G contains
every minimal normal subgroup of G, H is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of G.
o
A P -maximal subgroup M of a j( -group G is called
an jt -normal maximal subgroup of G, if P e: 1T and
M/coreG(M) e: f(p). Otherwise H is called an 1-abnormal
maximal subgroup of G.
Lemma 1.4.'. Let G be a j{ -group and suppose that 1·1is
a maximal. subgroup of G. Then M is an 'j1 -normal maximal
subgroup of G if and only if 11complements an 1-central
chief factor of G.
Proof. Let K = corcG (M), and let H/K be the unique
minimal normal subgroup of G/K; this exists by Theorem
1.4.2.
Let C = CG(H/K), then II~ C.
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Therefore C = H ( M n C ), sinc e G = IDi.
Now M n C is a normal subgroup of Jll, and
[Mn C, H] < le < Mn C.
Therefore M n C is a normal subgroup of r-m = G and so
M n C < K, i.e. C = H.
Therefore
AG(H/K) ~ G/C = G/H = I-m/H = }l/( fir n H ) = l>!/coreG(M).
Therefore r.1/coreG(M)E f(p) if and only if AG(H/K) E: f(p)
if and only if H/K is an ~ -central chief factor of G.
o
It is perhaps worth noting that in Theorem 1.4.2 H/K
is self - centralizing in G/IC. This is essentially the
first part of the proof of Lemma 1.4.3.
It follows from Lemma 1.4.3. and Lemma 1.3.5. that
the definitions of 1-normal maximal and j1 -abnormal
maximal depend only on ~ and not on the part1cuJ.ar
integrated j{ -preformation function f chosen to define ~.
An arbitrary subgroup H of a j( -group G is called
~ -abnormal in G if whenever H < M < L < G and M is a
maximal subgroup of L, then M is an ~ -abnormal maximal
subgroup of L.
In particular notice that G is an ~ -abnormal
subgroup of itself.
Lemma 1.4.4. Let G be a j{-group, then
(i) if H is ~ -abnormal in G and H < L < G, then
H is1-abnormal in L and L is 11 -abnormal in G,
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(ii) if H is ~ -abnormal in G and N is a normal
subgroup of G, then HN/N is ~ -abnormal in G/N.
Proof. Both follow immediately from the definition of
1-abnormali ty.
o
Let H be a subgroup of a :J( -group G and let jt be a
saturated j(-formation. Then H is called an ~1 -residual
supplement of G if G = HF, where F is the ~ -residual of
G. H is called a radical supplement of G if G = HR, where
R is the locally nilpotent radical of G.
Lemma 1.4.5. If E is an :r -projector of aY( -group G,
then E is ~ -abnormal in G.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that the lemma is
false.
Then there exist subgroups E ~ M < L E;; G with ~1 an
~ -'lormal maximal subgroup of L.
Let K = coreL(~!)' then, by Theorem 1.4.2, L/K has a
unaque minimal normal subgroup n/K and L = f-JH.
Since M is an ~ -normal maximal subgroup of L, H/X.
is a p -group for some p E: IT and n/x. is ~ -central in L.
Therefore
AL (H/K) ~ JJ/H E: f(p) E;; ~ •
Therefore L/K has a chief'series passing through H/K in
. ~which every factor is ~ -central.
So, by Lemma 1.3. 1, L/K is an \~ .,group.
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Hence, since E is an ~ -projector of L, we have
L = KE.
Therefore L = M, which is a contradiction.
o
An jt -nbnorma), re.dical supplement of G will be
called an ~ -critical subgroup of G.
Lemma 1.4.6. Let H be an1-critical subgroup of a
j( -group G, let T be a Sylow basis of H, S a Sylow basis
fW IV
of G such that S n H = T, and let D and D* be the
IV .-w
~ -normalizers of G associated with Sand H associated
rJ
with T respectively. Then D = D*.
AI
Proof. By Theorem 1.3.9, we have that n*·= D n H.
Let R be the locally nilpotent radical of G. We shall show
first that D* n R = D n R.
Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists an
element x of D n R which does not belong to D* n R.
Let M be a subgroup of G containing H and maximal
with respect to x ¢ 1<7, and let L = < I-r, x >. Then!>l is a
maximal subgroup of L.
Since G = HR, we have G = MR = LR. Therefore
L :: ( L n R )!>7.
It follows tb~t M () R 1s maximal among the 1-1 -invariant
subgroups of L n R. So, by Lemma 1.4.1, :t.1n R is a normal
subgroup of L n R.
Therefore ( L n R )/ ( t-I n R ) 1s a chief factor of L.
Now, since S reduces into H and into every subgroup of R,..,
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it reduces into L = H{ L n R ).
Therefore, by Theorem 1.3.9, D** = D n L is the
~ -normalizer of L associated with S n L.,...,
Since x € D** n L n R and x ¢ M n R, D** Qoes not
avoid ( L n R )/{ M n R ).
Therefore, by Theoren 1.3.7, ( L n R )/{ M n R ) is
~ -central in L.
Hence, by Lemma 1.4.3, M is ~ -normal in L, which
contradicts the assumed :J -abnormality of H.
Therefore
D* n R = D n R.
Now, by Theorem 1.3.7, DR/R is the ~ -normalizer of G/R
associated wit~ ~R/R , and D*R/R is the ~ -normalizer of
HR/R = G/R associated with TR/R = SR/R.,., ,."
Therefore
DR = D*R •
Hence, since D* ~ D, we have
D = D*{ D n R ) = D*{ D* n R ) = D* •
o
Lemma 1.4.7. Let H be an ~ -abnormal ') -residual
supplement of a j{ -group G, let S be a SylOi'1basis of G,...
which reduces into H, and let D be the ~ -normalizer of
G associated with S. Then D n H is contained in the
tv
.'1-normalizer of H associated with S n H.
N
Proof. Let K be a normal subgroup of G such that G/K is
an ~ -eroup. Then G = lIK.
In particular, for p € rr we have G = HCp(G).
Therefore
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Now,
D = STTn (\ NG( Sp' rt Cp(G) ) ,fElt
and so D n H is contained in SrrrtH and normalizes
Spt rtH () Cp(G), for p € TT.
Therefore, by Lemma 1.3.6, it follows that D rtH is
co~tained in the ~ -normalizer of H assv~iated with
S () H.
'" o
Question. If G is an ~ -group, can G possess proper
l' -abnormal subgroups?
If the answer to the above question was in the
negative, then we would be able to dispense with the
restriction of being an ;r -residual supplemant in the
hypothesis of Lemma 1.4.7, and also in subsequent results
where it is used. Unfortunately we have not been able to
uetermine the answer to the above except under certain
restrictions on ~ , as the following result indicate~.
Lenuna 1.4.8. Let ~ --PLTI, and let G be an "} -group.
Then,
(i) if 11and L are radical supplements of G with l-1
maximal in L, then M is 1-normal in L,
(ii) no proper ~ -abnormal subgroup of G is a
radical supplement of G,
(1i1) G has no proper j1 -abnormal subgroups.
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Proof. (i) Let R be the locally nilpotent radical'of
G, then G = LR.
Let t be a chief series of G. Then every chief factor
i~ t is ~ -central and it follows from Lemma 1.3.8. that
t n L is a chief serie9 of L every factor of which is
~ -central in L. Therefore L is an ~ -group.
Since every chief factor of L is therefore :r -central
1t follows that M complements an ~ -central chief factor
of L.
Hence M is ~ -normal in L.
(ii) If X is a proper subgroup of G then there
exist subgroups H and L of G with X E;; M < L E; G and H
maximal in L. For G contains an elemenJIix Et: X; choose J.1
containing X and maximal subj ect to x Et: r,l, and let
L = < ~l, x >.
If X 1s a radical supplement of G then so are L and
M; therefore 1<1is 'j1 -normal in L, by (i).
Hence X is not ~ -abnormal in G•.
(iii) Suppose, for a contradiction, that X is a
proper ~ -abnormal subgroup of G. Then let
1 = Ro ~ R1 E;; •••••• < Rn = G
,be the upper locally nilpotent series of G, and let i ~ 0
be the smallest integer such that XRi+1 = G.
Then,XRi/Ri is a proper ~ -abnormal subgroup of
G/Ri Bupplementing the locally nilpotent r~dical Ri+1/Ri
of G/Ri.
Since GIRi is an ~ -group, this is impossible by (1i)
o
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Let H be a subgroup of a j( -gro~p G, then H is
called a complete 1-residual supplement of G if
whenever H ~ X ~ G, then H supplements the ~ -residual
of X.
Lemma 1.4.9. Let E be a subgroup of a j{-group G, and
let N be a normal subgroup of G contained in H such that
E/N is an ~ -projector of GIN. Then E is a complete
~ -residual supplement of G.
Proof. Let E < X < G, and let F be the ~ -residual of
X.
Then EF/~Th'is an ~ -projector of XINF, and hence
EF = X.
n
Theorem 1.4.10. Let H be an ~ -abnormal complete
~ -residual supplement of a j( -group G, let ~ be a
3ylo'\'1basis of G which reduces into H, and let D be the
~ -:n.ormalizerof G associated with S. Then D is contained
IV
in the ~ -normalizer of H associated with S n H.,..,
Proof. Let
1 = Ro <; •••• < R (!' < •••• R~ = G
, be the upper locally nilpotent series of G. Then,
H = HRo ~ •••• <; !:IRa- < •••• lIRe = G
is an ) -abnormal chain, and furthermore HRcr/R a- is
~ -critical in Iffi<r+1IRe-' for 0 < er < ~•
Therefore there exists a series
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IT-- H1 .;; •••• Et H(S"';;•••• Et He = G
such that there exists K(S"anormal subgroup of H(j+1with
Ho-/K(j an ~ -critical subgroup of Ho-+1/K~, for all 0-< e
( just take H0-= HR(J' for all (J).
Now, ~ reduces into H and also into R cr' for all 0- ,
and so, by Lemma1.1.3, ~ reduces into Ho-for all a' •
Weshall prove the result by induction on 0".
If ~= 0, then the result trivially follows.
If (J' = 1, then H/K is ~ -critical in G/K for some
normal subgroup K of G contained in H.
Since SK/Kreduces into H/K, Lemma1.4.6. shows
tV
that H/K contains the ~ -normalizer of G/K associated
with SK/K. This ~ -normalizer is DK/K, and so D ~ H.,..,
Therefore, by Lemma1.4.7, D is contained in the
~ -normalizer of H associated with 2n H.
Suppose that the result has been proved for all ¥< cr~~.
Case (a). er - 1 exists. By the case () = 1, ''le have
that D is contained in the ~ -normalizer of H 1~-
associated with ~n H~_1. By the inductive hypothesis
the latter ~ -normalizer is contained in that of H
associated with S n H.
N
Ca~le (b). c: is a limit ordinal. Then D = U(D ('\ Hv)
~<o- 0
and by Lemma1.4.7, we have that Dn H¥ is contained in
the '1 -normalizer Db'of H ¥ associated l'lith ~ () H¥', for
I all ¥< 0-.
But, by induction, we have that D¥ ~ Do' for all,,< a , ,·[here Do is the ~ -normalizer of H associated
with S n H.
N
TherefoI·t:j,D ~ U D'( Et Do •
¥<o- o
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1.5. ~ -PROJECTORS.
Before proving our main theorem we require a few
basic results about distributive subgroups of j( -groups.
The first result gives several examples of such subgroups.
Lemma 1.5.1. Let G be aj{ -group, then the following
are distributive subgroups of G:
(i) all Sylow ~-subgroups of G, for all sets of
primes rr ,
(ii) if N is a normal eubgroup of G and S isa
Sylow 1T -subgroup of G, then rrG ( S 11 N ) is distributive,
for all eets of primes TT,
(iii) all ~ -normalizers of G,
(iv) all ~ -projectors of G.
Proof. (i) Let S be a Sylo~ IT -subgroup of G, and let
( H" } for A E: A, be any family of normal subgroups of G.
Let H = (\ H~ , then, by Lemma 1.1.1, SHIH is a
).(;A
Sylow n-subgroup of G/H.
Let S* =n (srr~), then SH). = S*H~, for all A E: /\.
).,/\
Therefc,re
s*/( s- n H x ) ~ s*H.\/H>. = sH~/H,\ ~ s/( s n HA)
which is a 1T -eroup.
Therefore S~ is residually a Tt'" -group, and hence is
a TT' -group.
But s* ~ SH, and so s* = SR as required.
(ii) r-. (H~NG(Nn S» =(\NG( H).Nr'I H~S), byA~" ).f;1\
Lemma 1.1.7. j.•et this aubgz-oup be denoted by X. Then
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x Cb NG«(\ (HANn HAS) ) = NG( (nIiAN) n «(\H.\)S), by (i)>..f:!\ J.€/\ ~£;A
, NG( «(\H,)N n ({\U,)S );.."" " A 4A. "
= (n H~).NG( N n S ).
Af:.~
The reverse inequality is clear, and so we hav~ the
required result.
(iii) Let D be an ~ -normalizer of G.
Since DH/H is an ~ -normalizer of G/H, by Theorem 1.3.7,
we may assume that H = 1.
Let D be associated with the Sylow basis S of G, then
IV
D = Swn r-\ NG( Sp' n Cp(G) ) •f'TTTherefore
) }
(i)
The reverse inequality is clear, hence
D =f\ (DH ;\) •
A E:I\
(iv) Let E be an ~ -projector of G, and let
E* = !\(ElI.\). Then E*HA = EHA , for all ~ € ".A~A
Since EH/H is an1-projector of G/H, we may assume that
H = 1. Then,
E*/( E* n H~) ~ E*H~/H~ = EH>./H~ ~ E/( En H).)
€ Q~ =1.
" Therefore
E* e: R ~ = jt.
But, E , E*, and so E = E*, as required.
o
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Lemma1.5.2. Let E be a subgroup of u 1< -group G, let
S be a Sylow p -subgroup of G, and l.et { R'(; Y < er } be
members of the lower locally nilpotent series of G. If S
reduces into ER'(, for all « < er, and E =n ERv ~ then
~~O- Q
S reduces into E.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that S n E is
properly contained in a Sylow p -subgroup T of E.
Then, for all '« < (]'",T is contained in a Sylow
p -subgroup T~ of ER".
Therefore there exists (3,,€ A(ER'l))such that
T~"( = S () ER'(' for all '( < 0-. Hence there exists ()('6€ A(G)
such that
~~ v(Ty) = S () ER'(' for all 0 < er •
Therefore, by definition, there exists 0<. € A(G) such that
0(
J'1 = E. Hence 0( is an automorphism of E.
Let t € T, then there exists ~ < 0- such that
0( O(l(
t = t •
But, t0( r c S () ER~ c;; S, and sot «E. S nE.
Hence To(C;; S () E, and so S n E is a Sylow p -subgroup
of E, which is a contradiction.
o
Corollary 1.5.3. With the notation as in Lemma1.5.2, if
i ~ is a Sy10\'1basi3 of G which reduces into ERy, for all
Y < o, then S reduces into E.
N
In proving our main theorem we shall frequently
require the particular (Ln) t-:S -caae , in l'1hich tt..e
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~ -normalizers turn out to be precisely the ~ -projectors
sought.
~heorem 1.5.4. Let G be an (Ln)1n j( -group, then the
~ -projectors of G nre precisely the ~ -nor-malizers of
G.
Proof. Let R be a. normal locally nilpotent subgroup of G
such that G/R is an ~ -group.
Let E be an ~ -projector of G, then G = RE.
Now, E is an ~ -normalizer of itself, and so, by Theorem
E ~ D
for aome ~ -normalizer D of G. But E covers D, and BO
E :::D.
Conversely, let D be any ~ -~ormalizer of G,
D , !I , G, K a normal subgroup of H such that H/K iB an
~ -group, and suppose that D is associated with the
Sylow basis S of G.
N
By Theorem 1.3.7, G = RD, and by Lemma 1.1.8, S
N
.reduces into D. IIence Sp = Rp ( Sp n D ), \'There~ = { Rp }
iB the unique Sylow basis of R.
Now, H = ( Rn H )D, and != (Rp n H )( Sp n D ) }
is a Sylow basis of H. Let D* be the ~ -normalizer of H
associated with T.
N
Then, by Theorem 1.3.9, D* = D n H, i.e. D* = D.
Therefore D is an ~ -normalizer of H, and so H = KD, by
Theorem 1.3.7.
Thus D is an ~ -projector of G.
o
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. The following result will be useful 7 Hilfssatz 2.3.,..,
Lemma 1.5.5. Let G be an arbitrary group, )Eany Q-closed
c2ass, and let N be a normal subgroup of G. If X*/N is an
)t -projector of GIN a~d X is an )( -projector of X*,
then X is an )t -projector of G.
Theorem 1.5•.2. If G is a j( -group, then G possesses
~ -projectors.
Proof. Let
G = Ro ~ R1 ~ •••• :::Rcr::: •••• ~ R~ = 1
be the lower locally nilpotent series vf G.
We shall prove tho existence of ~ -proj ectors in
GIR er by indl!ction on er.
If ~ = 0, then the above is trivial.
If u = 1, then the result follows from Theorem 1.5.4.
Suppose that for all )(< <rE;; t' it has been sho...m
that G/R 2( possesses an ~ -projector E2(IRy such tl1at
E ~ ~ E f, , for S ti; ~ < er ,
and suppose also that we have a fixed Sylow basis S of G,...,
and that an ~ -normalizer D lS' of E ¥ has been chosen
such that
D S .; D ¥' for S ti; ¥ < a ,
/ and that D¥ is the ~ -normalizer of E ¥' aasccfaned with
~ n El( •.
Case (a).cr- 1 exists. Then we have that E~_1/R~_1
is an ~ -projector of G/R 1. Hence E 1/R € (Lll)~.
(1'"- (J"- e:
Tnerefore, by Theorem 1.5.4, E~_1/R~ possesses an
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~ -proj ector E~/Ro-.
By Lemma1.4~5, E~VRO"'"iS1t -abnormal in Ec:r_1/Ro-,
and therefore E~ is ~ -abnor·mal in Eo-_1•
Now, let ! be a Sylow basis of E~_1 which reduces
into E}, and let D;_1 and D} be the ~ -normalizers of
Eo-_1 associated with ~ and E} associated with! n E~
respectively. Then, by Theorem 1.4.10. and Lemma1.4.9,
D}_1 < D}.
By Theorem 1.3.7, there exists 0<. e: A (Eo-_1 ) such that
0<.
(D* 1) = D 1.(j- (T-
o(. c<..
Let Eo- = (E}) and let Do-= (Dt) • Then, Do-is an
l' -normaliz er of E(T' Dcr-_1Eo; Do-' and Ea-/Re-is an
~ -projector of lb-_1/Ro-.
It remains to show' that § reduces into E<r.
oC.
By Theorem 1.3.7, (T) = S n E 1. Since T reduces into
tV to/ (J'- tV
Et, it follows that (~)o( reduces into (E})o(. , i. e.
~ reduces into E (T.
Hence, by Lemma1.5.5, EcrlRc-is an ~ -projector of
G/Rtr•
Case (b). er is a limit o'!'d1nal. Let E~ = (\ Ev •
'" 1)<0- ~
'Since D))is an ~ -normalizer of Elf" Dl(Rl)= Ey, for all
¥'< 0"'. But D0 ~ D¥ E; E'(, for all 8 .;;¥ < «:
Therefore
D)) < Eo-, for all '( < a: •
Hence E~t = El(' for all ¥ < e:
Weshall show that Ea-/Ro-is an ~ -projector of G/Rr
Suppose that Eo- Eo; U < G. Clearly it is sufficient to
show that Eo-contains an ~ -normalizer of U.
So, lot! be a SylO't-lbasis of Eo' and extend it to
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a Sylow basis S* of U. Let D be the ~ -normalizer of U
IV
associated with S*.
N
NowE~/R}( is an l' -proj ector of UR,(/R¥, for all ¥' <«,
T1:arefore ( El(n U )/( U n R~) is an 1t -projector of
u/( u n R y)' for all t < 0-.
Hence EO-<u n R,(,)/( tr o R¥) is ~ -abnormal in
U/( U () R~).
NOW,§*(u n R¥)/( tr o Ry) reduces into EO-<n n Ry)/( u n R~)
and so, by Lemma1.4.9, and Theorem 1.4.10,
Eo--( U n R'(') / ( U () R 'tf) contains the ~ -normaliz er of
U/( u n R '(') associated with ~*( U n R '(' )/( u n R er); this
is D( uo R)( )/( un R¥). Therefore.n ~ Eo-(U n R'('),
for all ~ <0.
Therefore
D E; (\ EO""(U () R '(') = E eT' as required.
Y<tr t
Hence Etr/R(J is an ~'\ -proj ector of G/R 0- •
Now, by Lemma1.5.3, ~reduces into E~. So we have that
EeTis an ~ -abnormal complete ~ -residual supplement of
E't, for all 0 E; «, Let D(Jbe the ~ -normalizer o:P E er
associated with ~ n E«»
Then, by Theorem 1.4.10, D1( ~ D(), for all ~ < 0-.
Therefore
U D1( ~ Dcr-.
¥<c-
Hence, for a.ll ¥ --(), we have that E~/R( is an
! l' -projector of G/Ry, D't(is the ~ -norIIlQ.lizer of E Y'
associated with ~ n Er-' and
E er <; E ~' and D'( ~ Der •
lIenee, by transfinite induction, G possesses
~ -projectors.
o
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Theorem 1.~. Let G be a j( -group, then the
~ -projectors ofoG form an A(G) -transitive class of
subgroups.
Proof. Let E and E* be two ~ -projectors of G, and
l.et
G = R > n, > •••• > R,.... > •••• > R p = 10-.- -...,- - \
be the l.ower l.oca1ly nilpotent series of G.
We shall prove by induction on 0-, that there exists
an automorphism of A(G/Rcr) which maps ERoIRa- onto E*Ro-/Ro-.
If (J = 0, then the above is trivial.
If ~ = 1, then the result follows by Theorems
Assume that the above has been proved for all.
¥<o-=p.
Case (a). 0-- 1 exists. Then there exists BE A(G/R~_1)
such that
e (ERo-_1/Ro-_1) = E*Ro-_1 /Ro-_1 •
Let e E: A (G) be such that e lifts e. Then
e (E)Rcr_1 = E*Ro-_1 E (Ln) t:s .
oNow, by Theorem 1.5.4, there exists re E: A(E-lI°Ra-_1)such
that
ce<9(E) = E* •
Let ce € A(G) be such that ce. lifts ce . Then cee(E) = E*,
0' 0 and c.ee€ A (G)•
pase (b). er is a limit ordinal. Then we may assume
that for all Y< a-, there exist Sl(€ A(G) such that
G2(ER}() = E*Rl( •
Tllerefore, by definition of A(G), there exists e E: A(G)
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such that e ( E«(\ R~) ) = E*«(l Rl()' i.e.
'«0" t"<o-e (E) = E*.
o
Corollary 1.5.8. If N is a normal subgroup of a j( -group
G, then the ~ -projectors of G/N are precisely the EN/N
where E runs over the ~ -proj ectors of G.
The following theorem gives us more information
about the relationsh!, between ~ -normalizers and
~ -projectors of aJ( -group in the special case of
(L11)2 ~ -groups.
Theorem 1.5.9. Let G be a j( n (LTl)2~ -group, then
each ~ -normalizer of G is contained in a unique
~ -projector of G.
Proof. Let R be the locally nilpotent radical of G, and
let D be the ~ -normalizer of G associated with t.he
Sylow basis S of G.,..,
Then, if E is an ~ -projector of G containing D,
DR/R is the~ -norwalizer of G/R associated with SR/R,,..
and ER/R is an ~ -projector of G/R with
DR/R .;ER/R.
i Since G/R is an (Ln)1-group, it follo~;s from Theorem
1.5.4. that
DR/R = ER/R, i. e. DR =: ER.
Therefore
E=D( EnR).
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Now, by Le~a 1.1.8, S reduces into ER = DR, since S
N I'J
reduces into both D and R. Let T = S n DR.
IV IV
Then T n E extends to a unique Sylow basis of DR,
IV
namely Z.
By Theorem 1.3.9, E is a subgroup of the ~ -normalizer
of DR associated with T.
N
Hence E coincides with that ~ -norrualizer, and so
is uniquely determined by D.
o
We now prove a result analogous to Theorem 1.3.9.
Theorem 1.5.10. Let G = RH be aX -group~ where R is a
normal locally nilpotent subgroup of G. Then every
~ -projector of H has the form E n H for some ~ -projector
E of G.
Proof. Let E*/R be an ~ -projector of G/R. Then E* is .
an (LTt)~ -group, and so, by Theorem 1.5.4, any
~ -normalizer of E* is an ~ -projector of E*.
By Lemma 1.5.5, any such t-:s -normalizer will be an
.~ -prlljector of G.
Now, E* = R( E* n H ), and so by Theorem 1.3.9, there
exists an ~ -normalizer E of E* such that
E* n En H = E n H
is an ~ -normalizer of E* n H. By the above E is an
~ -proj ector of G.
trow,G/R ~ H/( R n II ), therefore (E* n lWQln II) is an
~ -projector of H/( R n n ).
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By Lemma 1.5.5, since En H is an ~ -normalizer of
E* n Hand E* n H is an (Ln)~ -group, E n H is an
~ -projector of H.
The result follows by A(H) -transitivity.
o
Theorem 1.5.11. Let G be a j( -group, ~ a Sylow basis
of G, and let D be the ~ -normalizer of G associated
with S. Then there exists an ~ -projector E of G such...,
that D ~ E and S reduces into E. Furthermore, each
N
~ -projector E* of G contains the ~ -normalizer of G
associated with some Sylow basis of G which reduces into
E*.
Proof. Let E1 be an ~ -projector of G, and let! be a
Sylow basis of G which reduces into E1•
Then there exists o(_ e: A(e-) such that S = Tt>(..
cKLet E = E1 ' then ~ reduces into E and, by Theorem 1.4.10,
it follows that D ~ E.
The last statement also follows immediately from
Theorem 1.4.10.
o
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1.6. 1<. =GROUPS WITH ABELIAN SYLOW '0 -SUBGROUPS.
We define a group G E: :kA 1T if and only if G ia a
~J ' ,~ -group and has abelian Sylow p -subgroups for all p E: IT.
\'1e say that G E: :k A if and only if G E: :}(A, Tl-forall
sets of primes 'TT".
Let H be a subgroup of a J{-group G, and let S be
a Sylow p -subgroup of H. We say that H is p -normally
embedded'in G, if S is a Sylow p -subgroup of ~, for some
normal subgroup N of G.
Clearly H is p -normally embedded in G if and only
if S is a Sylow p -subgroup of SG, for all Sylow p -subgroups
S of H.
Let H be a subgroup of a :J< -group G" H is sa+d to
be t-. -pronormal in G if, givb.tlt>( € A(G), there exists
(3 E: A« H, ab( » such that Ho{.= H(3 •
Let H be a subgroup of a j( -group G, define
ANG (H) = {o( E: A ( G ) ; 11b(_ = H }
to be the A -normalizer of H in G.
The follovling resu! t gives us a criterion for a
subgroup H of a 1<. -group G to be A -pronormal in G.
Lern~a 1.6.1. Let H be a subgroup of aj( -group G and
let S be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into H. Then
IV
H 1s A -pronoT.mal in G if, whenever 0( E: A(G) and S~
'"
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reduces into H, then eX.. E: ANG(II).
Procf. Let C>( E: A(G), and let S be a Sylow basis of G
'OJ
which ~educes into both Hand < H, ~>. Then ther~ exists
i3 c A« H, Ho<..» such that ( ~ () < H, Ho(» jI reduces
0( ,10(-'
into H • Lift f., to ~ E: A(G). Then both ~ and ~
reduce into H.
Therefore, by hypothesis, ~ 0(.-1 € ANG(H), i.e.
HI'l=HK..
But H~ = Hr.:, hence H is A -pronormal in G.
o
Lemma1.6.2. Let G be a 1<A,p -group, then the p -length
lp(G) of G is ~1. In particular, l<..A -groups have lp ~ 1
for all primes p.
Proof. Let S be a Sylov1I' -subgroup of G, and let HIlt
be any p -chief factor of G, then
H/K ~ SK/K.
Now, S is an abelian group, and so S centralizes H/K.
Therefore, by Lemma1.2.6,
S < 0p'p(G).
Therefore G/Op'p(G) is a pt_group.
Hence Ip(G) " 1.
o
Lemma1.6.3. Let H be a subgroup of a J<. -group G, and
suppose that H Is p -normally embedded in G, for all
primes p. Then H is A -pro normal in G.
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Proof. Let G be a Sylow basis of G, and suppose that S
..." IV
~and S both reduce into H, for scme 0( € A(G).,...,
«:Then, S n Hand S n H are Sylow bases of H.
IV N
Hence there exists~ ~ A(H) such that
S n H = s~~n H = H say,p p p
for all p, where ~ = { Sp }.
Now, H 1s p -normally embedded in G, and so there
exists a normal subgroup N of G such that Hp is a Sylow
p -subgroup of N.
But Hp " Sp n s;fl , so
Hp = Sp n N = s;f!> n N.
Therefore
HC<,1 = (S n N )o(~ = so<.~n N = ITP P p .p.
Therefore ~[!, € ANG (H), and so 0<. € ANG (H), since
p:, € A{H).
Therefore, by Lemma 1.6.1, H is A -pronormal jn G.
o
Lemma 1.6.4. Let G be a 1( A,p -group, and let H be a
subgroup of G such that H contains a Sylow p'-subgrour S
of G. Then H 1s p -normally embedded in G.
Proof. By Lemma 1.6.2, lp(G) " 1. Therefore
G = 0p'pp' (G) •
Case (a). 0p,(G) = 1. Then G has a unique abelian
Sylow p -subgroup P, say.
Since G = PS, it follows that G = HP.
Therefore H n P is a normal subgroup of G.
But, P contains the unique Sylow p -subgroup of H.
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Therefore IIn P is a Sylow :p -subgroup of H.
Case (b). 0p,(G) F 1. Let Hp be a Sylow p -subgroup
of H, then HpOp,(G)/op,(G) is a Sylow I' -subgroup of
HOI" (G)/op' (G).
Therefore, by case (a), HpOp,(G)/op,(G) is a normal
subgroup of G/Op,(G).
Hence HpOp,(G) is a normal subgroup of G.
Any subgroup of HpOp,(G) prop~rly containi~ Hp contains
a non - trivial pt-element.
Therefore Hp is a Sylow p -subgroup of HpOp,(G).
Therefore H is p -normally embeddsd in G.
o
We shall show later that in 1( A -groups the
J -normalizers complement the ~ -re~idual. To do this
we require the following generalization of a result. of
Taunt 20.,....,
TJemma 1.6.5. Let G be a :1<. -group, and suppose that the
Sylow p -subgroup S of G is abelian. Then
S n G' n Z(G) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that there exists 1 F x € S n G' n Z(G).
Then
/ x = [Y1' z1] ••••• [Yn' Zn]' for some Yi' zi € G,
1 .;; i --n.
Let G1 = < Yi' zi ; 1 ~ i ~ n >. Then G1 is a finite
group, and if S1 is a Sylow p -subgroup of G1 containing
S n G1, then
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R.1n G1 n Z(G1) = 1, by the finite case
mentioned above.
But 1 ~ x € S1 n G1 n Z(G1), which is a contradiction.
o
Corollary 1.6.6. If G is a j(A -group, then G' n Z(G) = 1.
For the remainder of this section let f be a
:J< -preformation fUnction defined on a set of primes 1T •
Lemma 1.6.7. Let G be a j( A,p -group, let S be a Sylow
pt-subgroup of G, and let Cp(G) be the f(p) -centralizer
of G, for some prime p €Ti. Then NG( S n Cp(G) ) is p -
normally embedded in G.
Proof. Since S ~ NG( S n Cp(G) ) the result followlS
immediately from Lemma 1.6.4.
o
Corollary 1.6.8. Let p E: 1\ and let G be a 1<. A,p -grvup.
If D is an ~ -normaliz er of G, then D is p -normally
embeddeJ in G.
Proof. Suppose that D is the ~ -normalizer of G
.'associated "lith the Sylow basis S of G. Then,
"-I
Sp n D = Sp n NG( Sp' n Cp(G) )
is a Sylol-1p -subgroup of D and also of UG ( Sp' n Cp (G) ),
where ~ = { Sp I.
The result is now immediate from Lemma 1.6.7.
o
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We now ~stablish the following generalization of
Theorem 1.6.9. Let G be E' XA,rr-group, and let D be an
~ -normalizer of G. Then D is p -normally embedded in G
for all primes p, and hence is A -pronormal in G.
Proof. If p ~~, then D is p -normally embedded in G,
by Corollary 1.6.8.
If p ¢1T', then Dp = 1, since D is a rr -gr()UP by
definition. Hence D is trivially p -normally embedded in
G.
Therefore D is p -normally embedded i1;,G for all
primes p.
Hence, by Lemma 1.6.3, D is A -p~onormal in G.
o
Corollary 1.6.10. The1-normalizers of 1<A -groups
p.reA -pronormal.
The follo'\fingcorollary to Theorem 1.6.9. gives us a
partial extension of Alperin's result 1Theorem 2.
CorollaEY 1.6.11. If G is a j( A,1i-group, and D and D*
are ~ -nor~~lizers of G contained in some ~ -projector
E of G, then there exists o(_ E: A(E) such that Do(= D*.
Proof. now, by Theorem 1.3.7, there exists (l E: A(G) such
that D = D*~ 't
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Now, by Theorem 1.6.9, D* is A -pronormal in G, therefore
there exists b"" E: A« D*, D*(t» such that
D*Y = D*~ •
Lift '( to 0( -1 E: A(1J), then DK-1 = D*¥ = D.
Therefore DD(.= D*.
o
Remark. Corollary 1.6.11. is false in ger..eralas Hawkes'
example 13 demonstrates.
~
We now discuss Chambers' characterization of
~ -normalizers ( of finite soluble A -groups ) by the
covering/avoiding property. We shall prove that a similar
characterization holds for the ~ -normalizers of j( A,1T-
groups.
Lemma 1.6.12. Let G be a '1<.. A,p -group with P E: 1\, and
let H be a p -subgroup of G which avoids every ~ -eccentr:tc
~ -chief factor of G •.Then H ~ NG( S n Cp(G) ), for all
Sylow pt-subgroups S of G.
Proof. Let S be a Sylow pt-subgroup of G, 8.l1dlet
N = NG( S n 0p(G) ), then S ~ N.
Let P = 0p'p(G). Then Gip is a pt-group, by Lemma
1.6.2.
Therefore
G = PS = I'N.
Now, 0pt(G) ~ P n N ~ P, and P/Op,(G) is an abelian group.
Therefore P r: n is a normal subgroup of I'N= G.
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Let C = P ()N.
By Lemma 1.2.2 and the definition of Cp(G), N covers
the ~-centra1 p -chief factors of G and avoids the
~ -eccentric ones.
. Now, N avoids every chief factor of G between C and
P, and so such factors are ~ -eccentric.
By hypothesis therefore H avoids every chief factor
of G between C and P.
Let x - x* be the natural epimorphism of G - G*,
where G* = G/op,(G).
Then H* ~ P*, since H is a p -subgroup of G.
Suppose that H* f C*, and let x* ¢ C*. Then x* ~ P* and
x* ¢ C*, 80 there is a chief factor U*/V* of G* such that
x* € U*, x* ¢ V*, and C* ~ V* < u* ~ P*.
Now H avoids U/V, so H* avoids U*/V*.
Therefore H* ()U* = H* ()V*, which is a contradiction
since x* ~ H* ()U* but x* Et: I!*()V*.
Therefore H* ~ C*, and hence H E; C E; N.
o
Lemma 1.6.13. Let H be a subgroup of a j( A,l\ -group G,
and auppoae that H avoids every ~ -eccentri~ chief factor
of G. Then H is contained in some ~ -normalizer of G.
Proof. \1efirst show that H is a rr -group. For, suppose
not.
.Then there exists an element x of prime order q, say,
which belongs to H such that q ¢ 1\ •
Let ( u,", Vc- ; er e:n} be a chief series of G.
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Then, there exists O-En such that x E: U 0- and x Et: Vc- •
Since x E H n Uo- and x ¢ H n Vtr' H does not avoid Uo!Va-I
and so by hypothesis UdVc- is '1t -central. Hence, if •
U~V~ is a p -chief facto=, p Err.
But xV~ is a non - trivial element of order q in
UdVtr, so q = P E rr, '\'1hichis a contradiction.
Hence H is a 1T -group.
Let S be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into H.
N
If P €~, then Hp = H n Sp is a p -subgroup of H which
avoids every ~ -eccentric p -chief factor of G.
So, by Lemma 1.6.12,
Hp ~ NG( Sp' n Cp(G) ).
Since
Hp' = H n Sp' ~ Sp' ~ NG( Sp' n Cp(G) ),
it follows that
H E; NG ( Sp' n Cp(G) ), for all :i? € 1\.
But H is a 11 -group, so H = H n S'1I".
Therefore
H ~ Slrn(:)NG( Sp' n Cp(G) ), which is
the ~ -normalizer of G associated with Q.
o
!Jemma.1.6.14. Let G be a j(A,1T-eroup, and let D be an
, ~ -normalizer of G. Then,
(i) every chief factor of G below the ~ -residual
F of G is ~ -eccentric,
(ii) D complements F in G.
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Proof. (i) Suppose, for a contradiction, that the
assertion is false. Then, there exists an ~ -central
chief factor H/K of G below the ~ -residual F of G.
Then H/K is an ~ -cpntra1 minimal normal subgroup
of G/K contained in the ~ -residual F/K of G/K.
Without loss of generality we may assume that K = 1.
Now F ~ 0G(E), since f is integrated, an~ H is ~ -central.
Therefore
H .;; Z(F).
If H is a p -group, then p E: 11 since H is ~ -central
in G, and F has abelian Sylow p -subgroups by hypothesis.
Therefore H n F' = 1, by Lemma 1.6.5.
So, the ~ -residual F/F' of G/F' is an abelian group,
and so G/F' is an a1t-group.
Therefore, by Theorem 1.3.11, the ~ -normalizers
of G/F' complement F/F' in G/FI.
Therefore, by Theorem 1.3.7, every chief factor of
G/F' be1m.,F/F' is l' -eccentric.
But H n F' = 1, so H is G -isomorphic to HP'/F'.
Therefore HF'/F' is an ~ -central chief factor of G/F"
belm.,F/F', which is a contradiction.
(ji) Suppose that there exists 1 ~ x E: D n F. Then,
by taking a chief series of G passing through F, we
obtain a chief factor X/y of G below F such that x E: X,
and x ¢ Y.
Since x E: D n X and x ¢ D n y the chief factor X/Y
ls ~ -central, by Theorem 1.3.7.
But this is a contradiction to (i).
lienee D n F = 1.
o
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The follm'ling result will be useful in proving our
main theorem.
Lemma 1.6.15. Let G be ar. SD -group, and suppose that H
1s a subgroup of G which covers every chief factor of G.
Then, if either (i) G is soluble,
or (11) H is a distributive subgroup of G,
then H = G.
Proof. (i) This is Lemma 3.2.7. of 8.
N
(i1) If N 1s a normal subgroup of G, then clearly
lINIn covers every chief factor of GIN.
Let
G = DO :: D1 :: •••• :: Do-::: •••• :: D~' = 1
be the derived ser1es of G.
We shall prove, by induction on cr, that HDa-=' G.
If a: = 0, then the above is trivial.
If 0- = 1, then it follm'Ts by (i).
Assume that 1t has been proved for ~ll «<r.
Case (a). r - 1 exists. Then G = HDe_1•
Since D~_1 1s an abelian group, H n De-1 1s a normal
suberou, of G. So we may take a chief series of G passing
through H n De-1 and D€-1 •
If H () D~-1 < De-1' then IIdoes not cover any chief
, factor between H n D(!-1 and D~_1' which contradicts our
hypothesis.
Theref~re IIn Dt -1 = De-1 and hence H = G.
Cane (b). e 1s a limit ord1nal. Then G = HD~, for all
0-< e ·
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Therefcre
o
Remark. Lemma 1.6.15 fails to hold if either of the
conditions are removed. For Hartley 12 gives an example,_
of a locally finite p -group P with a pr~per subgroup Q
which covers every chief factor of P.
We can now prove our generalization of 4 3.6.-
Theorem 1.6.16. Let H be a subgroup of a K A, Tt -group
G. Then,
(i) if 1--PLTI, H is an1-normalizer of G if and
only if H covers every ~ -central chief factor of G and
avoids every ~ -eccentric one,
(ii) if ~ is an arbitr~ry saturated formation, then
H is an ~ -normalizer of G if and only if H is a distributive
aubgroup of G which covers every~ -central chief factor
of G and avoids every ~ -eccentric one.
Proof. (i) By Theorem 1.3.7; ~ -normaliz€rs possess
the required property, so we need only show that a
subgroup H with the given property is an ~ -normalizer
of G.
NOii, lot F be the ~ -residuaJ. of G, then
GIF € ~ ~ PL11,
so in particular, G/F is a rr -group and therefore has
abelian Sylo''''p -subgroup:: for all p E: TT, by hypothesis.
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Clearly HF/F covers every chief factor of GIF, since
all such factors are ~ -central.
Therefore, by Lemma 1.6.15, G = HF.
Now, by Lemma 1.6.13, H i~ contained in some ~ -normalizer
D of G, and D complements F in G, by Lemma 1.6.14.
Therefore
D = D n ID' = H( D n F ) = H.
(ii) By Theorem 1.3.7 and Lemma 1.5.1, ~ -normalizers
have the required property, so let H be a subgroup of G
with the given property.
As in (1), HF/F covers every chief factor of GIF,
since all such factors are ~ -central.
Therefore, by Lemma 1.6.15, G = HF.
The same argument as that used in (i) shows that H
is an ~ -normalizer of G~
o
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PART 't:?{Q
lI-GROUPS
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z- 1. SYLOVTSTRUCTUREIN V -GROUPS.
In this section we shall consider a particular
subclass V of (tv, Linr, ), where if G is an arbitrary
group, then Linn(G) denotes the group of all l~~ally
inner automorphisms of G. We shall show that even "rithout
the pronormality axiom groups can possess a 'good' Sylow
structure; however these groups will not i~ general
possess~· -projectors: see A1.
vTe shall say that a group G E: V if and only if G
possesses a local system E of finite soluble subgroups
such that the locally nilpotent residual R of G is
contained in the normalizer of the local system, i.e.
R ~ NG(E) =n UG(F) •.
f"e.LIt is ,clear that the above class is QS -close1, and
that if R is the locally nilpotent residual of a ~-group
G, then R is an FC -group. Hence ilY ~ (FC)(L1lL). It is
also clear that F eer G, for all F E: E.
Throuehout, when considering V -groups, we shall
assume that E denotes a local system which d~tines the
group in question, i.e. satisfies th~ above definition.
JJemma 2.1.1. Let G be a V -group, and let S be a subgroup
of G. Then, S is a Sylow It-subgroup of G if and only if
S n F is a Sylm-l7\ -subgroup of F, for all F E: I:.
Proof. Let \',"3 first assume that S is a Sylow TI -subgroup
of G.
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Let E = { F~ ; A E: /\ }. Weshall define a partial ordering
on A by, 0( ~ p, whenever FK .;; F{3 •
Let S~ = S () F}. , for all " E: 1\, and let
A ~ = { Sylow TT -subg~oups of F). containing Sx }.
Then'A). is fini t e and non - empty for all A E: A •
For 0( .;;f, define Pf!,-<. : A~ - AD( by
Pf.>o{(Tj1) = T{!>f\ Fo( , for Tt'- E: A(3 •
This is well-defined, since, if R is the locally nilpotent
residual of G, F0( is a normal subgroup of FD(.( FI) () R ),
and
FI« F~ f\ R )/( F,1 f\ R ) ~ Ff!./( Fr.. () R )
:: F(lR/R E:Tt.
Therefore Fo(.( F~ f\ R ) is subnormal 1-"'l F,1 , and so
F~ is eubnorma'l, in F~ •
Hence F~ f\ T~ is a Sylow n-subgroup of F~ •
Cl~arly the sets { A). ; ~ € /\} and maps { P,'tK }
form a projection Bet.
Hence there exist Tx E: A ~ , one for each ). E: 1\ ,
such that if t>( .s; ~, then p~(T~) = T~.
Then T = UT" is a Sylow IT -subgroup of G which
';.f:.{\
contains S and reduces into F, for all F E: E.
Therefore S = T.
Conversely, let x E: S, then there exists F ~ E such
that x E: F.
Therefore x ~ S () F and S () F ls a Sylow IT -subgroup
of F.
Therefore < x >, and hence S, ls a rr-subgroup of G.
Suppose that S is contained in a Sylow rr-subgroup T of G.
Let t E: T, then there exists F E: 1: such that t ~ F.
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Therefore t € T n F ~ S n F, but S n F is a Sylow
n-subgroup of F.
Therefore
t € T n F = S n F.
Hence S = T and is a Sylow 1r -subgroup of G.
o
Theorem 2.1.2. Let G be a '\J -group, and let S and T be
Sylow rr -subgroups of G. Then S and T are locally conjugate
in G.
Proof. Let ~ = { F~ ; ~ €A} and define a partial ordering
on A by ~ ~.~ whenever F0<.. .:; F~ • Let R be the locally
nilpotent residual of G.
Now, suppose that Fo(, Fr.. € ~ and Fo(. Et Ft.> • Then
F~R/R= F~/( F~ n R ) is a nilpotent group.
Therefore, since S n F(l and T n Fp are both Sylo,,:~
7T -subgroups of F(t. by Lemma 2.1•1, we have
(S()F(t)( F(!.nR) = (TnF,..)( F(!nR).
Therefore there exists h~ € F~n R such that
( S ()F~ )h~ = T n F~ •
But h~ c NG(F()(_), so ( S n Fo(. )h,~.;; T () F~.
Therefore
( S n Fo{ )h{l = T n FK. •.
Let ce~ be the automorphism of F(l. which is induced by h ~ •
Let
A~ = { automorphisms of F~ which are induced by
conjugation by an element of R and \o;rhichmap
S ()F~ onto T n F ~ l.
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Then A~ is fin! te and non - empty for all A E: A •
If Fp{.;; Ff. ' define P{J~: Af. .. A~ by
. Pf>~(et ~) = <eft IFQ(. •
Clearly the sets { A~ ; ~ e: I\} and maps I p f..u.. }
form a projection set.
Hence there exist ceo<. E: Ao(, one for each ~E: A,
such that if P( .;;~, then ps« (l.{~) = C€o<..
Then the ( c.e.>.; A e: I\} define a locally inner
automorphism of G which maps S onto T.
Hence S and T are locally conjugate in G.
o
Lemma2.1.2. Let K be a normal subgroup of a ,[r -group G
and let e be an automorphism of G/K 'which is induced
local1y by conjugation via the locally nilpotent residual
R of G. Then there exists a locally inner automorphiem ~
of G effected locally by conjugation by elements of R
such that <e 1nduces e in G/K. "
Proof. Let 1: = { F}. ;,\ e: A J, and let F0( and Fit e: 1: "11th
Fe( .;; F~ • Consider F{1K/K.Then
e( FpK/K ) = F$K/K, for some e € R.
Let <ep, be the automorphism of F/~ which is induced by g.
Then f(!_~l is an automorphism of FO(.., since e E: NG(FO().
F.c.
Let
A~ = ( automorphisms of F). which are induced by
conjugA.tion by an element of R and ,.;h1ch
agree with e on F~K/K J.
Then A~ is finite and non - empty for all A € " •
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If F0(. " F(), dOfi.ne p(t)( : A~ - At>i._by
Ps« ( ce () = ce~ IF~ •
Clearly the sets I A ~ ; A € I\} and maps { P~r<.}
form a projection set.
Hence, by the usual argument, we obtain a locally
inner automorphism~ of G with the r~quired prcperty.
o
Lemma 2.1.4. Let K be a eubgroup of a if -group G, and
let Bbe an automorphism of K which is induced locally by
conjugation via the locally nilpotent residual R of G.
Then there exists a locally inner automorphism. c.e of G
effected locally by conjugation by elements of R such
that ce Ix agrees with e .
Proof. Let l: = I F ~ ; X c 1\ } and let Fe>( and F ~ e: l: with
FC>("F~. Consider Kn Ft!. Then
e ( K n FPo ) = ( K n F I> )g , for some g e: R.
Let ~~ be the automorphism of F~ induced by g. Then
ce.~ IFK is an automorphism of F 0(' since e e: NG(Fo<.).
Let
A~ = { automorphisms of F~ which are induced by
conjugation by an element of R and which
agree with e on K n F~ l,
Then A ).is finite and non - empty for all A c A.
If F" --Ft<define Plfr<. : A~ - AK_ by
Pt$o(.(te~) = ce.~ IFa(. •
Clearly the sets { A). ; ,\ e: A} and maps { p f..o( }
form a projection eet.
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Hence, ~y the usual argument, we obtain a locally
inner automorphism ~ of G with the required property.
o
Lemma 2.1.5. Let G be a If -group, then the set ~ = { Sp }
is a Sylow basis of G if and only if S n F is a Sylow,..,
basis of F, for all F € ~.
Proof. First let us assume that S is a Sylow basis of G.
I'J
Let F € ~, then, by Lemma 2.1.1,
Sp n F is a Sylow p -subgroup of F, for all p.
Let rr be a set of primes, and let
S (1T) = < S ; P € rr >.
P
Since S is a Sylow basis of G, S(~) is a tr-group.
N
Hence the same is true of < Sp 0. F ; p € 1T>.
Therefore S n F is a Sylow basis of F, for all F € ~.
tV
Conversely, by Lemma 2.1.1, Sp is a Sylow p -subgroup
of G, for all p.
Let x € S(n), then there exist x1' •••• , xn with
xi € SPi ' 1 < i ~ n, such that
x € < x1' •••• , xn > = K, say.
Then there exists F € ~ such that K ~ F.
Therefore, since x € F, x is a "IT -element, and hence S(1T)
is a 1f -group.
Therefore S is a Sylow'basis of G.
'" . 0
Theorem 2.1.6. Let G be a if -group, then G possesses
Sylow bases.
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Proof. Let ~ = { Fx ; ~ € 1\ }, and let F",-and F~ € 1: with
F~ ~ Fit •
Since F~ is a finite soluble group it possesses
Sylow bases.
If ~ is a Sylow basis of Ff.> ' then ~ () F0( is a Sylow
basis of Fo< , since Fo{ is subnorma1 in F f:. •
Let A x = { Sylow bases of F x }. Then A).. is finite and
non - empty for all ~ € A •
If Ft{ ~ F~ , define P(:'I>( : A~ - AD( by
PI (S) = S () F «:» ",here ~ € A a. •
,,,,,,,- N AI IV I~
Clearly the sets· { A ~ ; ,\ € 1\ } and maps { p /.0<.. J
form a projection set.
Hence there exist ~;\ € A). , one for ~ach'\ € A ,
s~ch that if P( -- ~ then P~c< (~B) = ~~ •
Let F; be the Sylow P -subgroup of F~ in ~ , for all
'AEA.
Then clearly
S =
is a Sylow basis of G.
o
Lemma ?.1.7. Let H be a subgroup of a V -group G, and
let T be a Sylow basis of H. Then there exists a Sylow
"-J
basis S of G such that S () H = T.
"" ,..,. N
Proof. Let E = { F). ; A € A. }. Then it is clear that
1: () H is a local system of H 1'1hichdefines H to be a
if -group.
Let Fc<pnd F(l € 1: and suppose that F0<. " Ffo•
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By Lemma2.1.5, ~ f"tH f"tF~ is a Sy10'\l;basis of H f"tF~ •
Hence, by the finite case, there exists a Sylow basio
!!, say, of F(t such that
Ef"tHf"tF(? =!f"tHf"tFp.
Now, since F0<. is subnormal in F(', , it follo,'1S that
~ f"tF0<. is a Sylm., basf,a of F0<. "'hich extends! n H n FK •
Let
A x = { Sylow bases of F A which extend !n H f"tF}. }
Then A >. is fini t e and non - empty for all A e: " •
If Fe( ~ F f> ' define P~o(. : A~ .. At>( by
Pj1&<.QZP.» = ~~ f"tF ~ , where !!~e: Af.. •
Clearly the sets { A X ; A e: A } and maps { p (!.e<. } 0
form a projection set.
Hence there exist R,A e: A>. ' one for each A e: l\ ,
such that if D{ ~ ~, then p~-<.('t,l) = tLK •
Let F; be the Sylow p -subgroup of F~ in ~x , for
«a s e k ,
Then clearly
s = {~ • G = U F~ }
N p' P )'(.A P
is El Sylow basis of G such that S f"tII = T.
N N
o
Before we prove the local conjugacy of Sylow bases
of if -groups, we need to modify a result of P. Hall 9.
o ,..,
Lemma2.1.8. Let S and T be Sylow bases of a finite
tV ,..,
soluble eroup G. Then there exists an element g which
belongs to the nilpotent residual of G such that sg = T •
tV N
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Proof. Let Sand T be defined by Sylow p -complements
IV Ao.I
~ = {"S l' •••• , Sr } (1 )
! = { Tl' 'a Tr } (2)
wnere Si and Ti have index Pii , say, in G.
Suppose that (1) and (2) have k terms in common.
If k = r, then the result is trivial.
So, let k< r. Suppose that Si ~ Ti ' and let SI be
the Sylow Pi -suberoup of ~.
Then G = SiS!. Also, SiR = TiR, where R is the
nilpotent residual of G.
But R = RiR! ' where Ri = Si ~ R, and RI = SI ~ R.
Therefore
xTherefore there exists x € Rt such that Si = Ti•
Now,
SI ={\Sj ,hence x € Sj' for all j ~ i.
Jtt xTherefore Sj = Sj' for all j ~ i.
Therefore SX and T have k + 1 terms in common. Hence,
,.., N
by induction, there exists y € R such that
sy = T •
N N
o
Theorem 2.1.9. Let G be a V -group, then any t";-10Sy10'\',
bases of G are locally conjugate in G.
Proof. Let l: = ( F ~ ; ~ € " }, and let F0( and F~ € t
with Fc<.E; F ~ •
Let S and T be Sylow bases of G, then, by Lemma 2.1.5,
~ ~ F~ and ~ ~ Ffl are Sylow bases of Ft1 •
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Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.8, there exists g E N ~ R such
that
( ~n F~ )g = ~ n F~ , where N is the nilpotent
residual of F~ and R is t~e locally nilpotent residual of
G.
But e E NG{Foc;,)' and so ( ~ n Fo<,.)g ~ ~ n Fex:..
Therefore
( ~nF()(.)g=~nFo<..
Let ce" be the automorphism of F~ induced by g.
Let
A).= automorphisms of F",induced by conjugation
by an element of R and which map ~ n F",
onto ~ n F~ }•
.Then A}. is finite and non - empty for all A EA.
If Fr<.';;Ft'define p~o<.:Af3- A~by
p~o( ( te~) = if.~ IF0(. •
Clearly the sets { A x ; ~ EA} and mapa { p~I(.} form a
projection set.
Hence, by the usual argument, there exists a locally
inner automorphism '€.. of G l'lhichmaps ~ onto !.
Therefore Sand T are locally conjugate in G.
N AI
o
Lemma 2.1.10. Let H and K be distributive subgroups of a-, V -group G, and ~et { Ri ; i < w} be members of the
lower locally nilpotent series of G. Suppose that, for all
i < W, there exist o(i an automorphism of G, effected
locally by conjugation by elements of the locally nilpotent
0<
residual of U, such that ( HRi ) i = KRi•
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Then there exists an automorphism 0( of G, effected
locally by conjugation by elements of the locally nilpotent
residual of G, such that
( H(n R.) ) 0( = K (n Ri) •
i<w .L (.<w
Proof. Let R w =nRi • Suppose that there exists an
«(.oJ
automorphism f-. of G/R w induced locally by conjugation
by elements of R the locally nilpotent residual of G such
that
If, .
( Iffi~/R w ) = KRw/R w •
Then, by Lemma 2.1.3, there exists an automorphism t1 of
G effected locally by conjugation by elements of R such
that
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume
that R Lt.) = 1.
No,."H = (\ Imi and K' = {\ ~i ' and therefore , given ~ e: 1\. ,<~ l<&AI
there exists i < W such that
H () F(1 = HRi () Ft.> and K () F,1 = KRi () FI> •
By hypothesis there exists an element g e: R such that
( H () F~ )g_~=(Jmin F~ )~ =._I?l~('\ Fp = K () Ffo •
L~t
AX = { automorphisms of FA which are induced by
conjugation by elements of R and which
map H () F~ onto K{) F~ } •
Then A ~ is finite and non - empty for all " e: " •
If F0( -- Ft1 define P,to(: A~ - At>(by
P(to<.(te~) = If.~IFoc:.' where ~{> is the
automorphism of F~ induce~ by g, as above.
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This is well-defined, since g ~ NG(F~) and so
(H() FD()g = K() Fo<._.
Clea!'lythe sets ( A >. ; A c A } and maps { p flP( } form a
projection set.
Hence, by the usual argument, there exists a locally
inner automorphism (v of G effected locally by conjugation
'--
by elements of R with the required property.
o
Remark. With the notation as in the preceding lemma, let
h € H. Then there exists F~ € E such that h € F). • It is
then clear, from the way t( is built up, that
h ce = h <e~•
~leshall define a ~oup G € 1J if and only if
(i) G ~ V ,
(ii) the Sylow p -complements of N are
pronormal in G, for all normal subgroups N of G and for
all primes p.
Let V = ,:!S.
The preceding results now readily show that
V .;(W, Linn ) •
The particular cases of Theorems 1.5.6 and 1.5.7 nov yield
us the follo"Ting result in any QS -closed aubcLaaa 1<. of
/ 1J:
Theorem 2.1.11. Let G be a 1<. -group, then G possesses a
unique local conjugacy class of ~ -projectors.
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The following result is the converse to Lemma 1.1.1 (iii)
Lemma 2.1.12. Let S be a Sylow if -subgroup of a iJ--group
G, and let X be a subgrou~ of G such that G = SX ruld
S ()X = 1. Then X is a Sylow ITt-subgroup of G.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, th~t X is not a
~'-group, then there exists 1 F x € X such that x is a
11-element.
Then there exists F € ~ such that x € F. Let x € T,
a Sylow rr -subgroup of F.
By Lemma 2.1.1, S ()F is a Sylow IT -subgroup of F.
Therefore, there exists g € F such that
( S ()F )g = T.
Therefore
Since g € G, g = ab, for som~ a € S and b € X.
Therefore x € T = Sb ()F • Hence
bxb-1 € b( b-1Sb )b-1 ()X = S ()X = 1,
which contradicts the choice of x.
Therefore X is alT' -group.
Now ~i subgroup of G properly containing X ~ust contain
a non - trivial element of S, and so cannot be a Tt" '-group.
Therefore X is a Sylm'l'1T'-subgroup of G.
o
The last result of this section generalizes the
corresponding result in finite soluble groups 9.
N
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Theorem 2.1.12. Let G be a 1) -group, and for each prime
p let S , be a Sylow pi-subgroup of G, and let S =(\ S I.
p P ~:fr q
Then the set S = Is} forms a Sylow basis of G, and all
. '" P
Sylow bases of G may be obtained in this'way.
Proof. Obviously Sp is a p -subgroup of G, for all p.
Let F € t, then, by Lemma 2.1.1, Spl n F is a Sylow
pi-subgroup of F.
Then,
Sp n F = (\ Sq I n F = (\ ( Sq I n F )
ttr \ffis a Sylow p -subgroup of F, for all F € t.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.1, Sp is a Sylow p -subgroup
of G.
Let x € < Sp ; P E: 1T c-, then x €nSpl , which is a
. PE-1f'
rr -subgroup of G. Therefore x is a 1T' -element.
Hence < Sp ; p € 1T > is a 1\-group.
Therefore S is a Sylc~ basis of G.
N
Now, let! be a Sylow basis of G with members Tp.
Let
Tpl = < Tq ; q FP>.
Then, by Lemma 1.1.6 (iv) , Tp' is a Sylow pI-subgroup of
G. Thu.ct,
o
An example of a W -group which does not satisfy
the above theorem is the follo"1ing:
for each prime p F 2, let Cp be a cyclic group of
order p ~~d let C = Dr C • C has an automorphism x of
f:;2.. P
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order 2, which maps every element of C to its inverse.
Let G = CX be the semi - direct product of C by
x = < x >.
Clearly X has infinitely many conjugates in G. Choose
countably many distinct conjugates of X and index them by
the prime numbers different from 2, i.e. { Xp ; p ~ 2 J.
For each p ~ 2, let Cpt = Dr Cq , ~~d lettt,+rSp, = Cp,Xp • Then Sp, is a Sylow pt-subgroup of G, for
all p {:2.
However, () Sp' = 1, which not a Sylow 2 -subgroup
of G. pf.t
That G is aitJ-group is clear, since G, as an
abelian by finite group, is a ~ -group.
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2.2 GENRRALIZATIO}TS OF smiTE RESULTS
llUE TO AI,PERIN •
.In this section we shall extend some of Alperin's
'results which appear in his paper on the relationship
between Car!er subB10ups and basis normalizers of finite
soluble groups 1.
N
Unfortunately we have not been able to extend all of
them because of our inability ( at the moment ) to
sufficiently restrict locally inner automorphisms of a
V -group which map one basis normalizer onto another.
However •••
Our first result generalizes Alperin's crucial
'extendibility theorem' 1 Theorem B.~
,.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let P be a ~ -subgroup of a 15 -group G, and
suppose that P normalizes a Sylow 11"' -subgroup S of G and
that X is a nt-subgroup ~f G centralized by P. Then there
exi~'~sa Sylo\{It' -subgroup T of G normalized by P and
containing X.
Proof. Let F € E, then P n F normalizes S n F which is a
Sylown-suberoup of P, by Lemma 2.1.1, and X n F is a
rr'-subgroup of F centralized by P n P.
Therefore, by,1, Theorem 13,there exists Tp a SylO,"l
nt-subgroup of F such that
TF ~ xn P and TF is normalized by P n F.
Suppose that Fo(_,and F~E t with FK_ ~ F~.
"
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Then, Xn Fit .;; T~ and Tf.>is normalized by P n F~ •
Therefore T(t n Fo(. is a Sylow rrl-subgroup of F oL_ such that
X n Fo( -- Til n Foe..
Let x € P n F0<.' then
( Tt> n F D( )x ~ T~ n F 0<. ,
i. e. ( T~ n F 0( )X = T~ n F«: •
Therefore P n FK. normaliz es T (!:. n :E'0( •
Let
A). = { Sylow fr' -subgroups of F ). which contain
X n F).. and are normalized by P n F ~ l-
Then A ~ is finite and non - empty for all A E: 1\.
If F ~ -- F ~ define P(!'11{ : A~ .. AD{by
ps« (T ~ ) = T,< n F K •
Clearly the sets { A ~ ; ~ € A } and maps { p~ol } form a
projection set.
Hence, by the usual argument, there exists a Sylow
IT '-subgroup T of G which reduces into each F>.. ' such
that T n F~ = T>. ' for all A E: A.
Clearly X __T and T is normalized by P.
o
Lemma2.2.2. Let H be a subgroup of a V -group G, and
let te be a locally inner automorphism of G such that
H -- H<R.. If <e is effected locally by conjugation by
elements of the locally nilpotent residual R of G, then
H = Htt.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that H< H~, then
_JV-1
H- < H.
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~-1Then, there exists h € H such that h ¢ H • So there
exists F € t such that h € F.
~-1But ( H n F ) ~ H n F. Therefore
~-1
h€HnF=(HnF} ,
which contradicts the choice of h.
Therefore H = H ce •
o
Theorem 2.2.3. Let H be a subgroup of a 1J -group G such
that H contains a basis normalizer D of G. Suppose that
for all primes p, the Sylow p -subgroup of D centralizes
Bome Sylow p -complement of H. Then D is the normalizer
of Bome Sylow basid of G which reduce$ into H.
Proof. Let D = NG(~)' and let rr be the set of primes p
Buch that Sp' does not reduce into H.
Let p € 1T and. let Dp and Dp' be the Sylow p- and
pt-subgroups of D respectively. L~t C = CH(Dp).
By hypothesis, C contains a p -complement of S, and
since Dp' ~ C it follows that Dp' is contained in a
p -complement Up' of'H centralized by Dp.
By Lemma 2.2.1, there exists a Sylow p -complement
Tp' of'G normalized by Dp and containing Up' •
Since Dp' , Tp' , D also normalizes Tp'.
Let T be the Sylow basis of G associa~ed with the
N
Sylow p -complement system
{ Spt ; P <t1i} U { Tp' ; p Err}.
Now! reduces into H and clearly D ~ NG(~) = D*, say.
But there m::lsts a locally inner automorphism <e of G
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which is effected locally by conjugation by elements of
the locally nilpotent residual of G such that D* = D ~ •
Therefore D ~ D* = D ce •
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.2, D = D*.
n
Corollary 2.2.4. Let H be a locally nilpotent subgroup of
a 1LI-group G, and suppose that H contain~ a basis
normalizer D of G. Then D is the normalizer of some Sylow
basis of G which reduces· into H.
Our next result is analogous to Theorems 8 and 9 of
1.
N
Theorem 2.2.5. Let U be a subgroup of a V -group G, let
{1\1' ••• , nn' ••• } be a partition of the set ot all
primes, and suppose that for each i, 1 < 1 <~, a Sylow
TT1 -subgroup of H normalizes some Sylow basis of G. Then
H normalizes some Sylow basis of G.
Proof. Let Fe: t, then for each i, 1 .._1 <~, a Sylo\'1
7\1 -eubgroup of H n F normalizes some Sy10;.basis of F.
Therefore, by 8 Theorem ~.1.7,H n F normalizes some
N
Sylow basis of F.
Let F C( .; F,1where FO(and Ft.>e:a, Suppose that H () F~
normalizes the Sylow basis ~~ of F~ •
Then clearly H () F.Jnormalizes S tt n F . which 1s a
..... N ex..
SyloW'basis of F0( •
Let A).= { Sylow baacs of FA normalized by H () F}. }.
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Then A). is finite and non - empty for all A E: A •
If'Ft( <; F~define p~o( : A~ - AfJI..by
p~(~~) = ~(1.n FC)(.
Clearly the Bets { A x ; ~ € A} and maps ( P (:.t>( } form a
projection set.
Hence, by the usual argument,
~basis ~ of G Buell that ~ n F~ = ~
H n F>.normalizing ~ x •
Therefore H normalizes S, as required.
N
there exi~ts a Sylow
, for all A € 1\ , with
o
Corollary 2.2.6. With the notation employed in the proof
of the above theo!'em, suppose that Hi is the Sylow 1T i -
suberoup of some basis normalizer of G, 1 ~ i <~. Then
H is a basis normalizer of G.
PrOut. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2.5,
since, by Lemma 2.2.2, a subgroup of a \5 -group G cannot
be locally conjugate to a proper subgroup of itself, when
the automorphism involved is effected locally by conjugation
'by elements of the locally nilpotent residual of G.
o
Our next result generalizes Alperin's Theorem A.
Lemma 2.2.1. Suppos e that G is a V -gr~up with rr-length
one. If n is a IT -subgroup of G which normalizes the
Sylow TT'-oubBroup S of G and the 1T' -subgroup K of G,
l.:lCnthere exists a Sylow IT'-subgroup T of G such that
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K ~ T and T is normalized by H.
Proof. Let X = 0 ,(G) and Y = 0 , (G). Then Y/X is the
IT ".11"
unique Sylow 'IT' -subgroup of G/X.
Therefore FIX/X < y/x.
Now, K is a nt-subgroup of G normalized by H, so
[IT, K] " Y () K " X.
Therefore the rr -subgroup HX'/X of G/X normalizes' the
Sylow ~'-subgroup six of G/X and centralizes the
rr'-subgroup XX/x.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, there exists a Sylow
nt-subgroup T/X of G/X normalized by HI/X and containing
'EX/X.
Since X is a nt-group, it follows that T is a
Sylow ~-subgroup of G normalized by H and containing K.
o
The following result generalizes Alperin's Theorem 1.
Theorem 2.2.8. Suppos e that G is a V -group and that
'lp(G) = 1, for all primes p. Let D be a basis normalizer
of G and let H be a subgroup of G. ,If D Et H and normalizes
the Sylow basis T of H, then D is the normalizer of some~
Sylow basis S of G which reduces into H to T.,.., ~
Proof. Suppone that D = NG (~) and D ~ NIl(!).
Let V be a Sylow basis of G which extends T, and let TT be
IV IV
the set of primes p such that
Vpl I: Sp' •
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If P ¢1', then Tp' ~ Vp' = Sp' •
If P e: 1T , then the Sylow p -subgroup Dp o~ D
normalizes both Sp' and Tp" So, by Lemma 2.2.7, there
e~ists a Sylow pt-subgroup Up' of G normalized by Dp' with
Tp' __Up"
Now, ! reduces into NU(!)' and so t reduces into D.
Thus,
Dp' --Tp' < Up' , and D normalizes Up' •
Let U be the Sylow basis of G associated with the,.,
Sylow p -complement SVGtem
{.Sp' ; p Et: if } U { Up' ; p e: '"IT} •
Then, U reduces into H such that U n H = T.
"-I N r-J
Since D --NG(2) = D*, say, there exists an automorphism
~ of G effected locally by conjugation by elements of
the locally nilpotent residual of G such that
D* = D c.e •
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.2, D = D*.
o
Finally we prove a result which generalizes Alperin's
.Theorem 4.
Theorem 2.2.9. If G 1s a 1Lf A -group, then each Carter
subgroup of G contains a unique basis normalizer of G.
Proof. In \J A -groups, the Carter subgroups are abelian.
From Corollary 1.6.10 they are locally pronormal, and
hence the result is immediate.
o
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2.,. FITTInG CLASSES OFV -GROUPS.
In this section we show that the results of Tomkinson
22 on the existence and local conjugacy of ~ -injectors,,....,
for any Fitting class ~ of FC-groups, can be generalized
to suitable subclasses of V .
A Fittine class of V -groups is a subclass ~ of 'If
such that
(i) if G e: ~ and H ser G, then H e: l' ,
(ii) if { S~ ; ~ e: " } is a family of serial
l' -suberoups of a V -group G such that G = < S ). ; )..e: " >,
then G e: s.
Lernmn2.3. 1• If ~ is a Fitting class of V -groups,
then ~ f'\ 0" is El Fitting class of finite aolubl'e groups.
Proof. This is immediate from the definition of 1t •
o
TheoreM2.3.2. If ~ is a Fitting class of finite
soluble groups, then L ~ f'\ 15 is a Fitting class of
V -groups.
Proof. (i) Let II ser G e: rJ~ n V , and let
hl' •••• , ~ e: H.
Then there exists a subgroup E of G such that
hl' •••• , ~ e: E e: ~ •
l~oW'H f'\ E ser E which icplies that H ra E is a subncrraa'L
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subgroup of E.
Therefore h1' •••• , hn E H nEE ~ , since ~ is
closed under taking subnormal subgroups.
Therefore
He:L~ -,u.
(ii) Let the If -group G be generated by { S x ; ~ E " }
a family of serial L~ -subgroups of G.
Let g1' •••• , ~ E G. Then there exists F e: ~ such
that g1' •••• , gn E F, and there exist A l' •••• , Ar E: A
such that
e1' •••• , en € F ~ < S~ , •••• , SAr > = L, say.
We now need only show that 1~ a 1J-group is generated
by a fin1te number- of serial L ~ -subgroups then 1t is
itself a L~ -croup.
So, let H1, •••• , ~ be serial subgroups of a
'\J-group G such that H1• •• •• • ~ EO: L~ and
G = < H1, •••• , ~ >.
Let g1' •••• , ~ e: G, then there exists F E: ~ such that
g1' •••• , ~ € < H1 n F, •••• , Hm n F>
and n1 n F, •••• , ~ n F are all serial subgroups of H1, ••
•• , ~ respectively, and so are ~ -groups.
Therefore < H1 n F, •••• , ~ n F> is generated by
subnormal ~ -suberoups, and so 1s itself a ~ -group.
Therefore G € L ~ nV , as required.
o
Corollnry 2.3.3. The Fittine classes of lJ-groups are
precisely the L~ " 1J. whero ~ is a Fitting class of
finite soluble groups.
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Proof. Let G be an ~ -group, and lpt g1' •••• , ~ € G.
Then there exists F € ~ such that g1' •••• , ~ € F.
But F ser G, and so F € ~ () O~.
Therefore G € L( ~ ('\ 0*) () 15.
The converse follows immediately from the previous theorem.
o
Lemma2.3.4. If ~ is a Fitting class of 15 -groups,
then L ~ ('\V = ~ •
Proof. Clearly 1<; L 11 nV .
Let G E: L ~ () 15 • Then G possesses a local. system
~ of finite f'erial ~ -subgroups, and G = < F ; F Eo: ~ c-,
Therefore G E: ~ • Hence we have the required equality.
o
Lot X be any class of groups, then an X -inj e~"tor
of a group G is defined to be an X -subgroup X of G such
that X () S is a nn.ximal )(_ -subgroup of S, :for all serial
subgroups S of G.
Lemmn.2.3.5. Let ~ be a Fitting class of V -groups.
If V is an ~ -injector of a \J -group G and H ser G, then
V () II is an '1 -injoctor of H.
Proof. no,.,.V () H s er V, and so V () H is an 'jt -group.
If S ser H, then S scr G, and so V () S is a maximal
l' -sub{:roup of S.
But, V n S = ( V () H ) n S, and 00 V n H is ~
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'~ -injector of H.
o
The next result establishes the existence of
~ -inj ectors of a '\5 -group for any Pitting class ~ of
1]-groups. This generalizes 22 Theorem3.2.,_
Theorem 2.,.6. Let ~ be a Fitting class of 1J -groups.
Then, if G is a 15 -group, G possesses ~ -injectors.
Proof. Let E = { F ~ ; A E: " } define G.
Since" () Cl is a Fitting class of finite soluble
groups, each F~ possesses ~ -injectors, for all A E: A •
Let A ~ = {~ -injectors of F ~ }. Then A).. is finite and
non - empty for all A E: A •
If Fo( , F ~ E: E with F ~ Et F ~ , define A K ~ A" •
Suppose that V~ is an ~ -injector of Fp • Then, by
Lennnn.2. ~. 5, V{'> () F DC.. is an ~ -inj ector of F 0<... •
Define P~I( : At> - A~ by PtSJ(.(Vt1) = Vp () F~ •
Cl€!lrly the sets { A,\ ; A E: " J and maps { p ~a(} form a
projection set.
Hence there exist V ~ E: A ~ , one for each >.. € " ,
such that if D( .; ~ , then Pf.~ (Vf) = V~ •
Define V = U V~ , we shall show that V is an
>'~I\
~ -injector of G.
If %1' •••• , xn E: V, then there exists F~ € E such
that %1' •••• , ~ e: F~ •
Clearly V () F-<._= VtK. ' so %1' •••• , ~ € V"z E: t'-:r .
Therefore V E: L l' ()V , and so. by Lemma2.~.4J V
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is an ~ -gr·oup.
Now, let S Ber G, and let \~be an '1' -subgroup of S
containing V n S.
For each ~ ~ A , w n F~ is an ~ -subgroup of S n F~
containing V n s n F~ = V~ n S.
Since S n F~ is a subnormal subgroup of F). , V). n S
is a max1oo.l. ~ -subgroup of S n F~ •
Therefore
w n F~ = V>.n S, for all. ~ e: " •
Therefore
If = U( \f () F x ) =U(V),. n S ) = V n s,~E." ),.eA "::!..
Therefore V n S is a maximal. v' -subgroup of S.
nence V is an ~ -injector of G.
o
i'heorcm 2.3.7. Let '"t be a Fitting cl.ass of 1) -groUl)S,
and let V be an l' -inj ector of a V -group G. If V .:;;H .:;;G,
then V is an ~ -injector of H.
Proof. Let t = { FX ; ~ e l\ I define G.
l3y Lemma2.3.5, V () F~ ia an ~ -injector of FA ' for
all ~EA.
Since ~ n O....is a Fitting class of finite soluble
groups, nnd V n F~ " H () F). " F). , V n F~ is an ~ -injector
, of II () F).. , for all ~ e /\ , by ~ •
It now follows from the proof of Theorem 2.3.6, that
V = U(Vn FA) is an ~ -inj ector of H =U(H () FA).
)..e; 1\ )..~" 0
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Defore ~feprove that any two ~ -injectors of a
15-group are locally conjugate, \fe need. to modify the
analogous result from the finite theory 5 Satz 1.-
Le~3 2.3.8. Let ~ be a Fitting class of finite soluble
groups, and suppose that G is a finite soluble group. Then
any two ~ -injectors of G are conjugate via the nilpotent
residual of G.
Proof. Let IGI = n, and suppose that the result has been
proved for all groups whose order is less than n. The
case n = , beinG trivial.
Let V, and V2 be any two ~ -injector~ of G.
Let R be the nilpotent residual of G.
Now, by Lemma 2.).5, V1 () R and V2 () R are ~ -injectors
of R, and so, by induction, there exists un element y in
the nilpotent residual of R cuch that
( V1 ()R )Y = V2 ()R.
Without loss of generality liemay assume that
V1 () R = V2 () R = W, say, and by induction we may ascnme
that W is n normal subgroup of 0, since we may suppose
that G = < V1, V2 > and W 1s a normal subgro'.lpof Vi' fo!"
1 = 1,2.
Let lli= NG(V1), for 1 = 1,2, and let Ci/\'1 be a
Carter subgroup of Iti/W, for i = 1,2.
now, lli/( Ni n R ) ~ NiR/R is a r~lpotent group, and
BO
[ Vi' ~] , Vi n R = W, for sufficielltly'
rlarce r.
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Therefore V i/\'1 is hypercentral in Ni/i'l.
Therefore V i/~'1 is a normal subgr-oup of oi/W' for i = 1,2.
'fe slull show thAt 0i/W is a Carter subgroup of 0/1'1,
for 1= 1,2. FiX i.
Suppose that ciX = Ci' for some x € G. ThAn Vix io a
normal subgroup of Ci•
Therefore
xHence, by the maximality of Vi' Vi = Vi •
Therefore x € Ni and so x € Ci•
Therefore 01/w is a Carter subgroup of G/~, for i = 1,2.
Therefore there exists an element r in the nilpotent
residual R of G such that
r
01 = 02·
Therefore V 1r and V2 are normal subgroups of °2, and
so
o
We arc noW' in a. position to show that the 'j1 -~jectors
of a 15 -croup form a unique local conjugacy class of
SUbero\1.ps.
Theorem 2.,.9. Lot ~ be a Fitting class of \J -groups.
Then any t\-101-inj ectors of a lY -group G are locally
conjugate in G.
Proof. Let V1 nnd V2 ba any two ~ -injectors of G, and
let t = { p ~ ; ~ E: A } deiine G.
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Then, by Le-.nma.2.3.5, V1 () F,\ and V2 () F~ are ~ -injectors
of F ~ , for A E: 1\ •
Therefore, by Lemma2.3.8, there exists an element g
in the nilpotent residual of F).. such that
( V1 () F~ )g = V2 () FA •
Clearly C E: R, the locally nilpotent residual of G.
Let F0(. , F~ E: t with F0<. -- F(t • Then, by the above, there
exists e ~ E: R such that
g~
( V1 () F~ ) = V2 () F~ •
Therefore
g{>
( V1 () FC»( ) .. V2 () F ~ ,
aince g(t Eo: lfG(Fx_).
H cnc a ( V1 () F 0<. ) sf. = V2 () FpC..
Let C€." ba tho nutotlorphism of F~ associated with gr;.
Let
A~ = { o.utotlorphisms of F~ induced by ccnjugation .
by clements of R, and which map V1 ()F~
onto V2 () F>. J •
Then A" is fini to and non - empty for all X E: A •
If F 0( .; F ~ define P~K : Af. - Ao<_by
P~I((if ~) = ce.~IFK •
Clearly tho acts t A x ; A E: A J and map3 { Per.<: }
form a projection Dot.
Henca, by tho unual argument, there exists a locally
inner nutocorphicm ~ of G which maps V1 onto V2•
Henco V1 and V2 are locally conjugate in G.
o
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2.1. r:ORtl.\IJ FITTInG CLASSES 01."V -GROUPS.
In this section we shall show that many of the results
obtained by Dles~enoh1 and Gaschutz 2 , and Lausch 15,., ~
concerninG noreal Fitting classes of finite soluble groups
can be extended to the appropriate subclasses of V .
A Fittine class l' of '\J -groups 1s called a normal
Fittinc cln~n, if for 0.1115 -groups G, the ~ -injectors
of G are nortnl subgroups of G.
Clenrly it ~ is a normal Fi ttine class of '\S -groups
then ~ n ()* is a normal Fitting class of finite
soluble croupo.
~heorCt.,2.4.1. If ~ 1s a normal }"itt1ng class of finite
. soluble croup:], then L~ n V is a normal. Fit~ing c:!.ass
of 15 -[7oupo.
Pront. Dy Theorem2.3.2, L ~ n \J 1s a Fitting class
of 'lJ -croups. Let ~ :2 L~ n l5 .
Let G be aV -croup, and let V be an ~ -inj ector
of G.
Let v C V and e ~ G, then there exists F = ~ such
that v, S <:: F, \[}'Iorel: 1s the l.oco.l system which defines
G.
By Lc~~~2.3.5, Vn F 1s an ~ -injector of F, i.e.
Vn F ia a ~ -injector of F.
Therefore vC C Vn F, i.e. V ia ~ normal subg=oup of G.
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Hence ~ is a normal Fitting class of 1J -groups.
o
Corollary 2.4.2. The normal Fitting classes of 1Jr -groups
are precisely the L~ tl V , where the ~ run over the
normal Fitting classes of finite soluble gro....ips ,
The following result extends Cossey's result which
can be found in 2 Satz 5.1.~
Theorem 2.4.3. Let ~ be a non - trivial normal Fitting
class of 15 -groups, then the class of locally nilpotent
H
groups is contained in -s •
Proof. Let G E: LTt , 15 , then G 1s generated by finite
nilpot ent subgroups { F). ; A € A }, say.
Satz 5.1,
F~ E: rr , 1()0*.
Therefore G is generated by a local system of fin1·~e
~ -subgroups, i.e.
G € L t:r () V = S , by Lemma2.3.4.
Renco Ln,1.
Now, by 2-
o
Lemma2.4.4. Let ~ be a Fitting class ef finite soluble
groups, and let K be a serial subgroup of a 1J -group G•
•
Proof. K tl GL~ ser GL~ , and so 1s a normal L~ -subgroup
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of K, and hence is contained in the L ~ ~radiCal of K.
Conversely, the L~ -radical. of K is a serial aubgr-oup of
G, and hence is contained in the L ~ -radical of G, since
the latter is generated by all.the serial. L~ -sub~oups
of G.
Hence we h~ve equality.
o
The following corollary is immediate from the above
lemma.
porollnry 2.4.5. Let ~ be a Fitting cl.ass of \5 -groups
and suppose that the \5 -group G is defined by the local
sy:;:stem~. Then
F n G~ = F~ , for all F E: E.
We are now in a position to extend Satz 5.3 of 2.
#oJ
Theorem 2.4.6. Let ~ be a non - trivial Fitting class
of 15 -groups. Then ~ is a normal Fitting class of
\5 -groups if and only if G' " G l' ' for all G E: V .
Proof. First of all, assume that ~ is a normal Fitting
class of \J -groups.
Let G be a 'tr -group, and let g, h E: G.
Then there exists F E: ~ such that g, h € F, where ~ is the
local system that defines G.
Then [g, h] € F' (;G'.
Now, by Corollary 2.4.5, F n G~
Therefore
= FI"" •-r
11~
F n G~ :::F', by ~ Satz 5.3.
Therefore G' ~ G~ , as required. .
Conversely, suppose that G is a V -group. Then
clearly G ~ ~ V, for a1l.~ -inj ectors V of G.
Therefore V is a normal subgroup of G, for all
~ -injectors V of G.
Hence ~ is a normal Fitting class of 1J -groups.
o
The following corollary of Theorem 2.4.6 extends 2
~
s~tz 6.2.
Corollary 2.4.1. Let {1\; ,\€ " } be a family of non -
trivial. normal Fitting classes of15 -groups. Then
1 = (\ ~>.
. ~l:I\ "\ ,is al.so a non - trivial. normal. ~itting class of v -groups.
Proof. Clearly ~ is a Fitting class of \J -groups.
By Theorem 2.4.3, Ln ~~~,for a1l ~ c A.
Therefore Ln~~,and hence ~ is non - trivial.
Now, l.etG be a tr -group, then, by Theorem 2.4.6,
G' ~ G~>. ' for all A E: A.
Therefore
Gt ~ {\G~ ~ Gt1,.. •
).(;/\ -;;J'~ T
Hence, by Theorem 2.4.6, ~ is normal.
o
We now define the product of two Fitting classes of
V -groups 1;"
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if ~ and --S are' Fitt1ng class es, then G € ~~ () U,
if and only if G modulo its ~ -radical is a ~ -group.
This notation maybe a little confusing ''lith th8t
used in connection ~~th r~oducts of arbitrary group
classes, where one only requires the existence of a normal
~ -subgroup with the above factoring property.
However- this is standard notation j.n the :finite
theory.
The next corollary extends the analogous result in
the finite theory '\';hichwas first proved by Gaschutz.
Corollary 2.4.8. Let ~ be a Fitting Cl.a3S of \5 -groups,
and let.y be a non - trivial normal Fitting class of
V -groups. Then '1'~ ()V is a noz-maL Fitting class o:f
''If -groups.
Proof. (i) Let H ser G Eo: ~~ () '\5 . NOli, H () G~ser G~, '
lfhich is an ~ -group, and so H () G~ is also an 1"1 -group.
Clearly H () G~ is the ~ -radical of H, since C
is generated by all the serial ~ -subgroups of G.
Therefore H € ~ ~ () If, since
H/( H () G~) ~ IIG~/Gtjl sar G/G~ e: ~ •
(i1) Let
G = < s). s er G ; S>. € t:jt j nV , :for all A EA>
be a V -group.
Let K). be the ~ -rad~cal of SX ' then S>.IK ). € ~ ,
for all A e: A •
Let KbA the ~ -radical of G, then clearly, since X·
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is generatec! by all the serial 1-subgroups of G, s>. n K
equals K)., for all A € /\ •
Now, S>.,K/K:: S,,/( s). n K.) = Sx/K). , which is a
~ -group, for all ~ € A ~
Hence G/K is generated by a family of serial
~ -subgroups, and so is itself a ~ -group.
Therefore G € ~~ n \J , as requir~d.
Therefore 1~n 15 is a Fitting class of V -groups.
Let G be a 1J -group, then, by Theorem 2.4.6,
G' __G~ .; G~~ .•
Therefore, by Theorem 2.4.6, .~~ n 15 is a normal
Fitting class of V -groups.
o
Our next theorem extends the analogous result of
Gaschutz.
Theorem 2.4.9. Let ~ be a non - trivial Fitting class
of 15 -groups. Then,
(1) :r is normal if and only if ~ (Ln) =V ,
(ii) if ~ F 15 , then
(a) (Ln)r.r -F V,
(b) (Ln)s~ = (LTl, )t ~ if and only if
B = t.
Proof. (i) By Theorem 2.4.6, if G is a 1J -group, then
G' .; G1'.
Therefore G c ~ li.
Conversely, suppose '~hat ~\ (LTI) = '\J , and let
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F € t, where t defines G, then
* "* r*'F € ('1t n 0 )TL = \=::J.
Therefore, by finite case, ~ n 0* is a normal
Fitting class of finite s~luble groups.
Hence, by Theorem2.4.1, L( ~ net) n 1.) is a
normal Fitting class of 15 -groups.
Therefore ~ is a normal Fitting class of 1J -groups,
since ~ = L( ~ n ()*) n V .
(ii) (a) Suppose, for a contradiction, that G*~~ .
Then, if G is aV -group,
G € L ~ n 15 = ~ , by Lemma.2.3.4.
Therefore ~ = \J , which is a contradiction.
Therefore G5* f ~ , hence, by the finite case,
n-t(~ n 0*) F ~~
Therefore
(L 11) ~ 1= V.
(b) Suppose that (Ln)t:! l' = (L n)t~ , then
(Ln)s~ n ()* = (L n)t~ n (j*, i.e.
(~)S(1t n t!) = (l1*)t( ~ n ({).
By (a.), 1n (f F r;;/, so, by the finite case, e = t.
o
In the remainder of this section we shall show that
Lausch's theorem on normal Fitting pairs in finite soluble
groups can bo extended to the class of \J -groups.
Let A be an arbitrary abelian group, and let
Hom(V , A ) = { group homomorphismsV -groups
to A },
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and let d : .\5- Hom(V, A ) be a mapping.
The pair ( A, d ) is called a normal Fitting pah: if
(N1) dG : G - A.
(n2) whenever G and H are V -groups, 0( : G - H
is a monomorphism and 0( G ser H, then dG = dHo(,
(10) A = I dG(g) ; e E:: G cV}.
Let ~ ( A, d ) = I G € lvT; G = ker(dG) }~
Before we prove Lausch's theorem, we need -togeneralize
a result of Gaschutz 2 Satz 3.1.
N
Theorem 2.4.10. ~ ( A, d ) is a normal Fi~ting class of
V-groups, and if R is the 1(A, d ) -radical of a
1Lf-group G, then R = ker(dG), for all lJr-grOUPS G.
Proof. Let ~ = t; (A, d ), and let S ser G € J .
Then, by (N2), dS(S) = dG(S) < dG(G) = 1.
Therefore S 1s an ~ -group.
Now, let
G = < S ~ ser G ; S).E::1' for all ~ € A >
be a '\J -group, and let g € G.
Then there exist Al, •••• , An € J\ such that
g = SAl •••• s~n ' for some sAi € S~i ' 1 ~ i < n,
where some of the Ai'S may appear several times if
necessary.
Therefore
dG(g) = dG( s~ ••••• s~ ) = dG(s~ ) ••••• dG(s\ )
1 n 1 "n
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= dS~ (sx ) ••••• dS~ (SA) = 1••••1 = 1.
1 1 n n
Therefore G is an ~ -group, and hence .~ is a Fitting
class of 1J-groups.
Let K = ker(dG) for a \J -group G. Now, by (N2),
dK(K) = dG(K) = 1,
and so K is a normal ~ -subgroup of G.
Therefore K ~ G~, the ~ -radical ~f G.
Now, 1 = dG"'s(G~ = dG(G~ implies that G~ ~ K.
Hence G"b' = ker{ dG).
)
now
G/G~ = G/ker(dG) ~ 1m(dG) ~ A.
Therefore G/G~ is an abelian group, and so G' ~ G~.
Hence, by Theorem 2.4.6, ~ is a normal Fitting
class of V -groups.
o
"
A normal Fitting class is said to admit a normal
F1ttine pair ( A, d ), if 1= ~ ( A~ d ), where ~ is
the nor~l Fitt1ne class in question.
Let ( A, d ) and ( A1, d1 ) be normal Fitting pairs.
We say that they are isomorphic, if there exists an
isomorphism f3 : A - A1 such that ~ d = d1•
Lemma 2.4.11. Lot ~( A, d ) and ~( A1, d1 ) be normal
Fitting classes. Then
~ ( A, d ) = 11( A1, d1 ) if and only if ( A, d )
and ( A1, d1 ) are isomorphic.
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,-J'f.. r--1t.Proof. Define d* : ~ - Hom( ~ , A ) by d*G = dG,
and dt: ~ - Hom( C::;:, A1 ) by dfG = ao, for
all G E:: El.
Now,
*A = { d*F(f) ; f E:: F E:: G; }and
A1 = { drF(f) ; f € F € ~~}.
Clearly ( A, d* ) and ( A1, dr ) are normal Fitting :pairs
of finite soluble groups, and
~ ( A, d* ) = ~ ( A, d ) () 0*= ~ (
= 1(
Therefore, by 15 Propos.
""
0*A1, d1 ) ()
A1, df ).
2.1, ( A, d* ) and ( A1, df )
are isomorphic, i.e. there exists an isomorphism
f'-' : A - A1 such that (J d* = dt •
Now, let l: = { F ~ ; )..€ " } be a local system which
defines a \J -group G.
Let e € G, then ther~ exists F € ~ such that g € F.
Thel·~fore ~ dG(e) = ~ dF(g) = (3 d*F(g) = dfF(g)
= d1F(C) = d1G(g), since F ser G.
Therefore {!> d = d1•
Hence the result follol'1s.
o
Va now eiva our generalization of Lausch's theorem.
Theorem 2.4.12. Every non - trivial norm&l Fitting class
of V -groups ndmi ts one and only one normal Fitting pail"
( upto isomorphic Fitting pairs ).
Froof. Let ~ be a non - trivial normal Fitting class
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of V -group., and let.y =1()O~ Then ~ is a
non - trivial normal Fitting class of finite soluble
groups.
( A,
By 15 Theorem 2.4, there exists a normal,....,
d* ) such that ~ = 1-t ( A, d* ).
Define d : 15 - Hom{lJr, A ) by the
F1ttill8 pair
following:
let G b\) a 15-group defined by the local system
t, if g ~ G, then dG(g) = d*F(g), where g ~ F € E.
(1l1) Clearly dG : G - A, for all G € 1J.
(U2) Suppose that G and H are 1J-groups, 0(: G - H
is a monomorphism, and 0( G ser H.
We must show that dG = dHo<.
Let E and E* be lccal systems which dpfine G and H
respectively. Let g € G.
Then there exists E € E such that g € E.
Therefore ot{g) ~ o«E) , F, for some F € E*.
Now, o(G eer U, so o<{E) is subnormal 1n F.
Therefore d*E = d*FC<, by the finite case.
Therefore dG(g) = d*E(g) = d*F~(g) = dHO(g), for all
g € G.
Therefore dG = dHc<.
(N3) Clearly A = ( dG(g) ; g € G € lJi}.
Therefore ( A, d ) is n normal Fitting pair.
We shall shov that l' = 1(A, d ).
Let G € ~ ( A, d ), then G = ker(dG).
Therefore
o c L~ () V " L 1> () 15 = 'j1 •
Conversely, let G be an ~ -group, then G 1s an
L~ -group.
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Therefore G = ker(dG), which implies that G € ~ ( A, d ).
Henc e ~ = ~ ( A, d ).
The 'only one' part follows from Lemma 2.4.11.
o
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APpmmIX.
Al. There exists a metabelian 15 -group of exponent 6
possess1ne a central :5 -chief' factor which is not ("overed
by the normalizer of any SylO't~2 -subgroup, i.e. the
normalizer of a SylC1'12 -subgroup is not preserved under
epimorphisms. Furthermore, the group does not possess
LTI-projectors.
ZProof. Let H = Dr S3' and let x = ( ••.•, ai, •••• ) be
an element of crZs3 ' where ai is an element of order 3
in S, .
Let G = < H, x > = H< x >.
Then II = RP, where R ;: Dr7l C3 and P ;: Dr
Z C2 •
Clearly II is an FC -croup, and R is the locally nilpotent
:residual of G.
We need only Dhow that x is contained in a finite
subgroup of G which is normalized by R.
In fact R centralizeA < x > ,so
R-c x > =<x>.
Theroforo G possesses a local system ~ of finite
subgroups such th~t n < NG(~).
Rence G is a i)-group.
Now, G/H i3 n central 3 -chief factor of G, while
ever,y Sylow 2 -su~croup of G is in fact a Sylow 2 -subgroup
of H and is solf - normalizing in G.
Suppose, for n contradiction, that G possesses an
Ln -projector E, sny.
Thon G = RE.
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Let S = R < x > , then S is the unique Sylow 3 -
subgroup of G.
Therefore S n E is the Sylow 3 -subgroup of E.
Let Y be a Sylow 2 -subgroup of E, then E = ( s n E )Y.
Therefore G = SY and S n Y = 1.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.12, Y is a Sylow 2 -subgroup of G.
0{Therefore 1 = P for some locally inner automorphism
0( of G.
Without loss of generality we may assume that P ~ E.
Now, if S n E { R, th3n there exists r E R such that
rx € S n E but rx ¢ R.n E •
Therefore <.P, rx > ~ E, but < P, rx > is not a locally
nilpotent group.
Hence E is not an Ln -proj ector of G.
n
A2. There exists a (W, Linn) -group which is not a-
direct product of a 11-group and an FC -group; it is
metabel1an and has trivial centre.
Proof. Let P ~ CpC'O, 1·1 a completely reducible P -module
over Zq , where P F q, and let G = I11'.The e~istence of
such an H can be found in 1.H.3 of
O. H. KEGEL and D. A. F. WDlRFRITZ, 'Locally Finite Groups'
North - Holland HatheIlJatical Library,
1973.
Let IIbe n subgroup of G, if H contains a CpGO, then
H 1a a croup of tho same type as G, otherwise H is a
it -group. If N" is a ncrma), subgroup of G, consider .G/N.
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Then, if GIn contains a Cpoo it is a group of the same type
as G, otherwise GIN is a 11-group.
lIence, if we can show that the axioms (X1) - (X4),
(~1) - (A4) hold for G, then they will surely hold for
any section of G.
Let S be a Sylow p -subgroup of G, then S ~ Cp~ • For,
S :: HS/z.t .;; HP/r1 = P = Cp«l ,
so, ~uppose, for ~ contradiction, that S = Cpn • Let F be
the unique subBToup of P of order pn.
Then, HS/H = I·IF/!>I,since G/H has a unique subgroup
of order pn. Dut N3 is n 'i{ -group, and Sand F are both
Sylow p -~uberoups of it.
Therefore, tl~ere exists m € r.t such that
S = Fm .:; pIll.
But pill is a :::ylo,.,p -subgroup of G, and so S = pm = Cpc:r),
which is a contradiction.
Therefore S ;:Cpw , and 0.11 Sylow p -subgroups of G
complement H in G.
Let R and S be 3ylow p -subgroups of G, and Jet
R = LJ Ei, S = l) Fi ' 'tThereEi and Fi are the unique
~ ~ i.subgroups of order p in R and 3 respectively.
Then, HEi = r·lFi is aU -group and R () r.1Ei= Ei '
S n HFi c Fi ' for all i ~ o.
Let i " j, then there exists mj € H such that
~j :: Fj•
/
Therefore,
mj
Ei I: Fi •
Let <€ j be the nutomorphiom of ~lEj which is induced by
conjugation by mj•
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Let
Ai = { automorphisms of r.IEi which are induced by
conjugation by elements of M and map Ei
onto Fi r.
Then Ai is finite and non - empty for all i ~o.
If i ~ j, define Ai ~ Aj and define Pji : Aj ~ Ai by
P j i (ce j) = ~ j II,IE •
. i
C~ear~y the sets { Ai ; i ~0 } and maps { Pji } form
a projection set.
Hence, by the u~'"'.alargument, there exists a locally
inner automorphism ~ of G effected locally by conjugation
by elements of 1<1 and which maps R onto s.
Hence the Sylow p-subgroups of G form a unique loc~
conjugacy class of subgroups.
(X1) Let S be a Sylow p -subgroup of a normal subgroup
N of G, and let g € G.
Then there exists m € 1<1 such that sg :; Sm •
• Now, N = <:B I'~ , where I~ is an irreducible P -module
f\
over Zq' for all n ~ o.
lience there exist i1, •••• , in such that, if we omit
trivia1 components, m € Mi e.... EB lofi ' and so1 n
m = ( mi ' •••• , mi ), for some mi € M. , 1 ~ t ~n.1 n t l.t
Hence we may assume that
< S, Sm >" ( I1i <:9 •••• E9 Hi )P = B, say.
1 n
We shall show that B € 1.J.. •
Since B has a unique Sylow q -subgroup, we need only
cJnsider the Sylow p -subgroups.
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Without loss of generality we may restrict our
attention to the SylOll p -subgroups of D, since any
subgroup of D is either a group of the same type as D or
Q. U -group.
Let Rand T be Sylow p -subgroups of D, and let
N = Mi • Let K = ker( R-action on N), then N ie a faithful
1
irreducible R/K -module over Zq. Let K ~ xK € R/K, ~d
let y € Cll(x), Z € R.
Then
(yZ)X = y~X = yXZ = (yx)z = yZ •
Therefore CN(x) is a submodule of N, and hence is
either the whole of Ir or 1.
Hence, by the choice of x, CN(x) = 1.
Therefore R = CNR(x) •
now, suppos e that x han order pn. Let x* be the unique
element of T of order pn •
Then N < x > = 11 < x* > E: t( .
Therefore there exists h € N such that
< x >h = < x* > •
Therefore,
Rh = C1m(x)h = cNR(x*) = crrr(x*) = T •
Hence the Sylow p -subgroups of NR are conjugate.
By repeatine the above argument in each component of
Mi1 EB •••• $lI~ , we ace that the Sylow p -subgroups of
D are conjueate. llcnc e D € a.
Therefore, there exists t € < S, 3m > such that
st = Sm •
(X2) Follow3 trivially since G is metabelian.
(13) Let T be any Sylow p -subgroup of G, then
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S = { M, T } is a Sylow basis of G.,..,
(X4) Let ! = { s,!I Sp } be a Sylcm basis o£ a subgroup
H of G.
Then there exists S a Sylow p -suberoup of G such
that Bp ~ S. Then, ~ = { r,1, S } is a Sylow basis of G such
that S f'\ n = T.,.., ,.,
lrow, let A(ct) = { locally inner automorphisma of G
which are effected locally by
conjugation by elements of M } •
(A1) Obviously A!G) ~ Naut(G).
(A2) Let H be a subgroup of G, and let ~ € A(H).
without loss of eenerality we may suppose that there is a
Sylow p -subgroup of H contained in P.
If P ~ H, then define 0( € A(G) by
(i) ho{ = h(t I for all h c H,
(ii) m 0( = m I for all m € M.
Clearly 0( ncrees with f? on H.
If P { lI, then the Sylmy p -subgroups of H are finite,
and BO ~ is in fact an inner automorphism of H, 't·!'hich
trivially defines an A(G) -a~tomorphism that agrees with
. (Z on H.
(A3) Let n be a normal suberoup of G, and let
(1 c A(G/n). Then t3. is effected locally by conjugation
by elemento of H.
Let P = UF =U< x >. Then
""" n ""- n
(F N/N)~ = e< x > n/N)/!> = <:x: >IDnN/N,n n n
for some ~ € J.I , n := O.
en) rn/u = 1, then r1 is the identity on GIn.
(b) rn/If ~ C.o , then pn N == en' for some n?: O.p p.
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NOlof, let i > n, and suppose that
. m m I
xi jN = xi kN , where j,k> n.
Then, -1mjmkxi - 1 mod P n N •
But,
m ~-1x j has order pi > pn •
i
Therefore
mj mk
xi = xi •
Let ce i be the automorphism of f.Th\ induced by
conjueation by IDi •
Let Ai = { ce i }, and if i ~ j define Ai ' Aj and
define Pji : Aj ~ Ai by
Pji(cej) = eei •
Clearly the Bots { Ai } and maps { Pji } form a
projection set.
Hence by the unual areument, there exists a locally
inner nutomorphis;.nce of G effected locally by conjugation
by elements of H and which induceD;1> on G/lr.
(A4) Does not apply since G is metabelian.
Since the Sylow p -suberoups of G form an A(G) -
transitive class of aubgroupa , the aame locally inner
automorphisms permute the Sylow bases of G transitively.
lIence G E: «(if, A ) •
Now, for each natural number n, leotqn be a faithful
irreducible P/C n -module over Zq' and take J.I = Ea Qn •P ~
Form G = liP , whero P acts on the n-th component; as P/e n
p
does.
Then G is directly indecomposable and lts centre ls
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trivial, as required.
o
I would like to thank Drs. Brian Hartley, Ian ste~rart
and stewart Stonehewer for their help in constructing A1
and A2.
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